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Inspired by the increasing' suc­
cess orf his remodelled Thorndike 
Hotel, Proprietor Nathan Berldaw- 
Kky has been laying plans through 
the Winter to re-establish the 
cffice in its former popular quar­
ters on the Tillson avenue side of 
the big structure.
Expert architects are engaged in 
drawing up the designs and pre­
liminary- work was to have begun 
today if the necessary materials 
could be mobilized. Those plans 
were n-ot available this merning, 
hence cannot be given in these 
columns, excepting a hint as to
' what the patrons and the public 
' may expect.
The present office will be trans- 
( formed into a store, and the 
northwestern corner of the pro­
posed office will also be devoted
! to a place of business.1 The exact arrangement of the 
new office has not been determined 
but with an abundance of room 
to draw from it will be a decided 
improvement over the quarters 
which the hotel has been using fcr 
that purpose the past six years.
The cld dining hall will be re­
fitted, providing accommodations 
for 200 guests and large banquets.
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POLLARD S HONOLULU LETTER
Recent Bombing Did Not Affect Waldoboro’s 
Soldier’s Sense of Humor
The Black Cat
Its Annual Meeting
Knox Hospital Stands Pat On
Officers—Good Financial 
Showing
At the annual meeting of the 
Knox County General Hospital last 
night at the ’(Bok Nurses Name. 
William T. White was re-elected 
president with Harold P. Blodgett 
vice president, Milton M. Griffin 
secretary and Joseph Emery 
treasurer.
Directors elected for a term of 
three years are Ensign Otis, Wil­
liam J. Sullivan, William' Sensem. 
Milton M. Griffin, Morris B. Perry, 
and H. P. Blodgett.
The superintendent, Miss Ellen 
C. Daly, reported a small surplus 
at the year's end against a deficit 
in 1940 The number of patients
To Telephone School
[EDITORIAL]
LET’S HAVE RUSSIAN TRUTH
The daily newspapers and the radio commentators supply 
us with some very strange and very disturbing thoughts now­
adays, and among them is the recently published idea that the 
Soviets are not accomplishing much in Russia, after all. They 
would have us believe that the German Army is in reality 
making an orderly retreat, and that the “Reds” after being 
whipped half way across Russia, has regained only 40 miles • 
and that perhaps the Nazis have permitted this only as sort 
of a bluff. This rather surprising version of the events in 
Europe would be sufficiently disturbing if it rested only with 
the radio and the press, but it also appears to be the brain 
child of our own Secretary of the Navy, Frank Knox, who 
may, or may not, be guarding against overconfidence.
That the Soviets have succeeded in recapturing only 40 
miles of their lost territory, fighting against demoralized 
Germans who are frantic with the terrific cold of northern 
Europe, seems to us to be entirely incredible after reading, 
day in and day out, about the retaking of many scores of vil­
lages, many thousands of prisoners, and the battlefields cov­
ered with many thousands of other German soldiers. Now 
it is evident to the average reader that the press associa­
tions have been lying about the Soviet accomplishments, or 
the Frank Knoxes have been lying about the lack of them.
UNCERTAIN SOUTH AMERICA
The existing situation in South America appears to be 
a demonstration of what we have long feared—that in spite 
of our good will efforts, and in spite of the financial and ma­
terial assistance we have given to the Pan-American coun­
tries, we have labored with a continent too heavily peopled 
with men of enemy races, and too many sympathizers with 
the enemy’s cause. The existence there of a strong pro- 
Ally sentiment is not to be doubted, but the situation is a 
very tender one viewed from whatever angle, offering no 
guarantee of strong support to the Democracies.
WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY 
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES 
Single Evening Show »t.$ 
Matinees Saturday at >.30 
Sunday at 3
TUESDAY ONLY. JAN. M 
Single Show only at 8-00 
Stage Attraction 
In Person—Tex Thome, Anna­
belle. Ann Miller, the singing 
cowgirl; Dougie and his accor­
dion; Montana Eddie, in the
“RADIO RANCH SHOW”
Featured daily over Radio Sta­
tion WABI at 5 P. M.
Also On the Program
A comedy-melodrama of the 
South Sea Islands
“SOUTH OF TAHITI”
With an all-star cast including:
Andy Devine. Brian Donlevy,
Broderick Crawford, H. B. Wa mer 
Henry Wilcoxon
Note please: One full show— 
show starts at 8 P- M.
WED.-THURS., JAN. 21 -31
20th Century-Fox presents
“SWAMP WATER”
From the popular Saturday
Evening Post story of the same 
title. A dramatic, powerful, and 
absorbing story ably acted and 
directed
with
Walter lluston, Walter Brennan 
Anne Baxter, John Carradlne, 
Eugene Pallette, “Big Boy” 
Williams
Sgt. Herbert E. Poland
Sgt. Herbert E. Poland of Mitchel 
Field, L. I., has entered the Tele­
phone Schocl at Fort Monmouth, N. 
J. for specialized work in cable- 
splicing. Sgt, Poland is a graduate 
of Rockland High School in the 
class of 1935 and enlisted in the 
Army Signal Corps In September. 
1940. He is the sen of Mrs. Mildred 
Heal of Rcckland.
admitted to the hospital increased 
to 1046 in the post year aga nst 
996 for 1940.
The board of directors, whicn 
was elected at the meeting of the 
incorporators- immediate'y met 
and re-elected Miss Ellen Daly ai 
superintendent of the hospital.
The game party at the Elks Home 
tonight will be operated for the 
benefit of the Red Cross Canteen 
Units with all funds going to their 
treasury.
ANNUAL INSTALLATION OF 
OFFICERS OF
ROCKLAND LODGE
. TONIGHT at 8 o’clock
AH Master Masons, Sojourning 
Masons and friends invited 
Refreshments and Dancing 
will follow the installation
KIWANIS CLUB DANCE




Benefit Dinner Project for Underprivileged Children 
POPULAR PRICES
MANSFIELD’S CORSET SHOP
Mrs. Mansfield announces the opening of her New 
Corset Shop, featuring Oossard Garments of all 
types. The same expert fitting and alterations that 
have featured her services in the past.
232 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND TEL. 1100
Plenty of Parking Space on Either Pleasant or Main Street.
9*lt
GOOD WORK, SNOWS!
Congratulations to Snow Shipyards, Inc., for its success 
in the rapid completion of its minesweeper contracts. The 
ten ships built under contract with the Navy Department are 
all in the water and the last of the ten will soon be in the 
government service. Every stroke of the work which has been 
done on these ships has been under the suprvision of Naval 
experts, who have been able to report that every last detail 
has received the most conscientious attention. More than 
that the most recent of these vessels embody some improve­
ments which the builders were able to suggest as the work 
progressed. Small wonder that Snow Shipyards, Inc., still 
has a year’s work ahead on contracts of much greater 
importance.
UNITY WHERE IT COUNTS 
(Herald Tribune)
The country, and one hopes the American Federation of 
Labor, is unlikely to look a gift olive branch in the mouth. If 
John L. Lewis has suddenly realized that the importance of a 
new effort to end the American Federaton of Labor-Congress 
of Industrial Organizations war “can scarcely be overesti­
mated;” if it is now “obvious” to him “that if accouplement 
could be achieved with unified and competent leadership, the 
results would be advantageous and in the public interest,” and 
if he is ready to grant that “labor imperatively requires 
coherency in order to give its maximum assistance to the 
nation in its war effort,” the public can only regard the peace 
offer with a profound satisfaction.
As Mr. Lewis observes, it is idle to d scuss responsibilities 
for the paralyzing internecine war which has had such a 
damaging effect upon the whole problem of American indus­
trial organization. The drastically changing conditions since 
Mr. Lewis suspended peace negotiations in April, 1939, “have 
enfeebled certain obstacles and factors of control which then 
existed.” One need not ask what they were. The public, 
which has always regarded Mr. Lewis himself as the chief 
obstacle, will see in the fact that this move comes direct from 
Mr. -Lewis, who takes “full responsibility” for the conviction 
that a successful negotiation is now possible—the best indi­
cation that peace is now at last about to be arranged. If so, 
it will be another great advance toward national unity and 
another Impressive evidence of how powerful are the pres­
sures, among all groups of Americans, to drop all useless 
quarrels and divisions and combine upon the one great national 
objective.
The two great labor organizations are now sufficiently well 
established for neither to fear extinction by the other. There 
is no longer a place either for the rather timid particularism 
represented by the A. F. of L. under Mr. Green, or for the nar­
rowly personal animosities and ambitions which have marred 
Mr. Lewis’ energetic leadership. An end of the feud was fore­
shadowed when the two organizations co-operated closely in 
the institution of the new National War Labor Board; and It is 
logical now that the overwhelming necessity of the war emerg­
ency should bring organized labor in America back into a 
common effort. The country as a whole can only gain by the 
end of one of the most wasteful and destructive divisions in 
its industrial system.
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
United States Army air forces had entered directly into 
the fight to save Singapore.
The British disclosed last night that more than one-third 
of the besieged Axis troops which surrendered at Halfaya last 
Saturday were Germans and listed among the prisoners were 
two more Italian generals.
The Russian Army of the North is smashing at the for­
ward anchor of the German siege line before Leningrad.
An enemy submarine yesterday shelled and torpedoed the 
8206-ton American tanker Malay, killing one crew member and 
sending four others to probable death. The unarmed tanker 
limped to anchorage off the Newport News Shipbuilding and 
Dry Dock Company plant.
Fort Kamehameha 
Oahu, Terr, of Hawaii, Jan. 13
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Defense workers, soldiers, sailors 
marines, and civilians are all united 
in one effort here. “Lets sink the 
rising sun” is on all lips. But, when 
that sun does go down, we’re putting 
it there to stay.
As my “partner-ln-crime” has 
been, placed on duty at another post
1 hardly see him, so I am afraid
that this column will not have its 
usual spice. Charlie has an excel­
lent job at --------. I wish that I
could punch a typewriter as well as 
he does.
Prior to the outbreak of the war, 
it was a common sight to see Jap­
anese women walking the streets in 
bright colored kimonos. Lately 
though they have either pulled back 
in their shells or else put on some 
clothes. Kimonos are no longer In 
vogue here.
While I am on the subject of 
clothes, I note that the men’s styles 
have been changed “for the dura­
tion.” Yes, I imagine that a lot of 
men will don the khaki, with the 
shiny brass buttons.
Much to the joy of the majority 
Of the islands, excepting of course 
postal clerks, carriers and debtors, 
the first boat-mail since before 
Dec. 7 arrived. Thirty-eight thou­
sand bags of It. This Is the most 
mail that has ever arrived from the 
mainland. (I am well pleased by 
my take of the contents of -those 
bags).
Contrary to a rumor that was cir­
culated among our friends, Charlie 
Simpson did not have three fingers 
shot off, nor did yours truly break 
his left leg. Riumors such as these 
are frowned upon by the govern­
ment as they have a tendency to 
lower civilian morale.
The other day the earth here 
trembled! Honolulans called the 
newspapers to find out whether it 
was an air attack, an erupting vol­
cano, earthquake or test firing. One 
lady called! the newspaper office 
when the pictures started rattling 
on the walls, to find out what it was. 
“You will know,” she was told, “when 
we receive our official communique 
from Washington.”
The military Governor of the 
Islands has suggested that everyone 
help cut by raising as much food­
stuffs as possible. One soldier here 
asked his Battery Commander lor 
permission to raise pigs. (No, neither 
of the “Wander-lust Twins” pulled 
that boner). It is beginning to 
dawn upon me why the powers-that- 
be are so insistent that we carry our 
gas masks at all times.
Another of the “horrors of the 
war” is that the supply of motion 
pictures is getting low. Already it 
has been necessary for the theatres 
to dig into the morgue for old pic­
tures. When I was in Honolulu the 
other day I saw a picture that I had 
seen In Waldoboro, before the 
Cooney regime, at Star Theatre.
“Thirty bucks a month isn't so 
id” the men here are saying. Since 
ie forced prohibition they have 
more money for black-jack and
poker.
The members of the band have 
been issued new Instruments—par­
ing knives, soapy water, steel wool 
and plenty of potatoes. They are 
doing an excellent Job as K. P’s.
The creator of “Tarzan,” Edgar 
Rice Burroughs, is a resident of 
Honolulu. He has done much to 
keep the morale high among the 
Service men and civilians by his 
daily peppy articles of the funny 
side of the war, in the Honolulu 
Star Bulletin.
I was interested to4iote among the 
classified ads In a recent paper this 
advert isment:
“Manoa—7 rm. house, 3 bedrooms;
2 baths; for duration; bomb shelter; 
ready blacked-out. $80. Call Hon. 
79418.”
Practically every house has its 
bomb shelter. And all houses are 
blacked-out. If Maine ever has to 
be subjected to blackouts, remember 
—Black-out your house in the day­
time. If no light comes in during 
the day—none will streak out at 
night.
To date I have seen only one 1942 
license plate.
One housewife was heard to say 
that she is “100% for black-outs." 
It gives her an excuse for not doing 
the dishes till morning.
My friend, the Censor, seems to be 
getting provoked. He doesn’t be­
lieve that before the war I wrote 
more than I do now. Since Dec. 7 
I have written 267, excluding some 
300 Christmas greetings. But I 
notice a grin spread across his face 
as he reads some of my “master­
pieces.” (Nice job—that of Censor).
Service men here in the “Paradise 
Isles” are happy to note that Clip­
per airmail rates have been reduced 
to six cents. This only applies to 
mail going to or from service men. 
I hope that many of you take ad­
vantage of this special rate.
(A letter from the Editor would 
be appreciated).
The day of Jan. 9 proved to be 
an eventful one for me. I was given 
my first pass since the outbreak of 
the war Being the day after pay­
day the “5 & 10” was able to use
I me as its prize customer.
My “boner” since my last article, 
is the purchase of five dozen paper 
plates. Laziness personified!
Lawbreakers have been reduced in 
number since they find that the 
verdicts of a Military Provost Court 
are not as lenient as were those of 
the civil courts.
The Provost Court is presided over 
by a Lieutenant Colonel and It is 
his job to try and sentence all of­
fenders. His verdicts are getting 
stiffer by the day. Speeders today 
were given their choice of 60 days in 
jail or giving blood for the “blood 
library” at Tripler General Hos­
pital.
Two unemployed youths who had 
no ambition to work, were picked up 
for loitering. The Colonel sentenced 
them to work, “Give them a chance 
to harden up,” the Colonel said.
“United We Stand.’ That’s 
Americanism!
• • • •
Dec. 26. 1941
I cannot refrain frem putting on 
paper the thoughts that ran through 
my mind as I gazed out into space 
this afternoon and saw a piece of 
tri-colored bunting, a sentinel on 
guard, a squadron of Airplanes, a 
fleet of naval vessels, and a radi­
ant sky, each one giving off that 
significant sense of security-pro­
tection.
That piece of bunting, with its 
red and white stripes, its shining 
stars with their blue background, 
waving serenly against a cloudless 
sky gave such a supreme satisfac­
tion to this soldier’s soul, as I am 
sure, it gives to the entire popu­
lation of our Nation. Shouting its 
message cf Freedom with each flut­
ter of the breeze. It reminds us, its 
defenders, of the 130.090 000 people 
who depend on its protection and 
security; the same people whose 
lives and liberty depend on our sur­
veillance, on our defense of that 
Flag, those lives, and that Liberty. 
It brings to mind the heritage that 
Is ours.
The sentinel on Guard gives the 
satisfaction of Personal safety, 
which, in turn is the safety, again, 
of those same lives, and that same 
Liberty.
The planes and ships give the 
feeling of protection from air and 
sea-borne attackers.
And, above all, the radiant sky— 
beaming forth with God’s blessing, 
God’s protection.
With all of these auspicious sym­
bols in our favour, how can we lose? 
True, the enemy might (highly em­
phasized) have an upper hand on 
the matter of planes, ships, and 
other weapons of war, but, while 
there is still a thread of red, white 
and blue; while there Is still an 
American, whether he be soldier, 
sailor, marine or Civilian, and while 
there is God in the Heaven; there 
will always be a country of Freedom 
and Liberty—namely the United 
States of America. God Bless 
America!
I am an American! Are You?
Pfc. Stewart M. Pollard
Members of Chapin Class of the 
Universalist Church will be enter­




ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE
COLLATERAL LOANS
‘SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1888. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
------- . pl-dOTtf
BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH vs. MORSE HIGH 
Rockland Junior Varsity vs. Morse Junior Varsity 
Rockland Girls vs. Union Girls 
Junior Varsity game starts at 6.30, followed by 
boys’ game and girls’ game 
ADMISSION 30c AND 40c
BENEFIT BINGO
AT ELKS HOME 
• Tuesday, January 20
7.30 P. M.
All proceeds to go to Canteen 
Unite 1 and 2 of tbe Red Cross. 
Admission Free Door Prise
Free Pop Corn and Plenty of Fan
7-8
COAL
Egg, Stove, Nut, $15.50 
Pocahontas Furnace 10.25 








(By The Roving Reporter)
I am in receipt of a most interest­
ing book called “Quiz on Railroads 
and Railroading.” containing 400 
questions and answers, and from 
time to time I shall present some of 
them in this column. I learn, for 
instance, that it would take a train 
traveling a mile a minute 292 days 
to run from one end to the other of 
all the railroad tracks In the United 
States if they were extended in a 
single line. Which would be some 
ride.
. What State leads in railroad mile­
age? Texas with 16,473 miles. 
Illinois is second with 12,045 miles 
and Pennsylvania is third with 
10,617. These figures were made in 
1938.
They’re still doing big things the 
big way out in Wyoming. Witness, 
for instance, the large and hand­
somely colored calendar which my 
good friend Ralph H. Smith of 
Cheyenne sent me to replace the one 
which excited so much admiration 
through the year 1941. It is printed 
by the Prairie Publishing Company, 
and with each month is presented a 
typical Western picture. Thanks, 
Ralph.
When local radio fans fall into a 
discussion of the morning broad­
casts, the first thing you will hear 
is: "Gee, how I miss Cully!”
Go where you will throughout the 
United States, and you will see her 
faithful ladyship, the milch cow. 
The Department of Commerce re­
ports that milk is produced in every 
county of the 48 States.
An Owl’s Head reader, noting the 
frequent references to mis-spelled 
words, wonders why we did not say 
Post Hill instead of Port Hill in 
the issue of Jan. 13. What Bret 
Harte had to say about the heathc n 
Chinee isn’t a circumstance to what 
we sometimes say about the proof­
reader.
It might seem funny to be locked 
In an upper story room, but not so 
to Mrs. So and So, who went up­
stairs to dust chambers in the morn­
ing and when the work was accom­
plished to find that the spring In 
the catch had broken and she 
couldn’t turn the knob. No neigh­
bors, what would one do? Nothing, 
till the man of the house came out 
of the woods at noon. Then only to 
force the door in. That she was 
glad to get out is putting it mildly
Writes T.R.P. from Wellesley,
Mass.:
Has anyone a copy of 'Punch 
Brothers’ or ls it entirely a matter 
of recollection? Tlie version used 
by the entertainer who appeared 
before a Rockland audience (wheth­
er it was in 1884 and whether 
or not he was an Englishman is 
not a matter of record) had the title 
inserted as the next to the last line 
to read:
A plnk-trlp slip for a three cent fare. 
Punch Brothers! Punch with care! 
Punch In the presence of the passen-
jare!
Arthur E. (“Turkey”) Gehrke of 
Watertown, Wis., a portly 4fl-year- 
old keeper of a tavern who had 
achieved a tentative sort of fame 
by his habit of going to bed every 
Fall and hibernating until Spring, 
died in the middle of his Winter’s 
sleep. After the first cold day of 
November he would retire to his 
bedroom over the tavern and snug­
gle under the covers, awaiting the 
coming of Spring, while his wife 
tended bar downstairs and sent up 
meals to him by way of dumb-waiter. 
Thus he slept through a part of 
the World War and the beginning of 
the present one. In the Spring Mr. 
Gehrke would emerge from his 
rocst, treat himself to a shave and 
a haircut, and resume his station 
behind the bar.
One year ago: Mr. and Mrs. Ev­
erett O. Phiibrook of North Main 
street celebrated their 57th wedding 
anniversary.—John Baker, 81, of 
Thomaston, died.—Mrs Addie Kelso, 
74, died at Port Clyde.
NEARING THREE THOUSAND MARK
The Red Cross War Fund drive 
was nearing the $3000-mark when 
the tally was made yesterday after­
noon for today’s paper. Organiza 
tions and individuals are leaving nj 
stone unturned to reach Rockland's 
desired goal, and Chairman Fred­
eric H. Bird’s smile cf confidence 
broadens as he surveys the figures.
Here is the latest report:
Balance forward ...........  $2,463.41
E. H. Philbrick ........................ $5.03
Mr. and Mrs. George Sandner 3.00
Dr. David Hodgkins ............... 1.00
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Merritt .... 5.00
A C. (Ramsdell Co.................... 50.00
C. M. Hunt............................... 100
Endicott-Johnson and em­
ployes .................................... 8.00
Mike Riistaino .......................... 5.00
Anonymous ............................. 5.00
Anonymous ...........................  25 00
Thomas Anastasio.................. 2.00
Strand and Park Theatres and
employes ............................... 41.00
St. Peter’s Women’s Auxiliary 5.00
Mrs. L. W. Fickett ................. 1.00
Eleanor Bird ........................... 5.00
H. E. Keywood........................ 3.00
Central Maine Power Co. em­
ployes ..................................  50.00
New England Tel. & Tel. em­
ployes .................................... 80.30
Mrs. Robert Magune .......   1.00
Miss Georgie A. Harkness .... 5 00 J
Mrs. Minnie E. Haskell........... 1.00
Mrs. A. O Goff ........................ 2.00
A Friend ................................. 2.00
Baraca Class, M. E. Church .... 5.00
R. E. Eaton ............................. 5.00
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Wood...... 50 00
Anonymous ............................ 5.00
Mr and Mrs. H. M. deiRoche-
mont ......... . ................. ..........10.00
Friends .... -.........-................ 2.00
Margaret Stahl........................ 3.00
Oom. C. F. Snqw . .......... ........... top
Rev. Guy Wilson .................... 5.00
Rev. J. S. Lowe ...................... 3.00
Rev. J. A. Cummings............... 100
Rev. James Savage ................. 10 00
Rev. R. A. Welker................... 5 00
Rev. Ernest Kenyon ............... 5.90
Rev. Charles Marstaller ........ 5.0!)
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald .... 5.00
Balance as of yesterday noon, 
$2870.21.
Tire Certificates
The following persons were Is­
sued certificates to purchase tires 
by, the local Tire Rationing Board 
for the period ending Jan. 17:
John T. Holman, Port Clyde.
St. Clair & Allen, Rockland.
Gerald E. McPhee. Rockland.
Vernal C. Wallace, Warren.
Thomaston Ice Company, Thom* 
aston.
John Bird Company, Rockland.
Philip G. Rowling, Rockland.
Alice E. Yates, Camden.
City orf Rockland Fire Depart* 
ment.
William C. Gleason, South Union.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I 
would have made a rule to read some 
poetry and listen to some music a$ 
least once a week. The loss of these 
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles 
Darwin
UNGUESSED FAULTS
When I vexed you, and you chid me. And I owned my fault and turned'
My cheek the way you bid me.
And confessed the blow well-earned —«
My comfort all thia while was:
Fault was faulty—near, not quite!
Do you wonder why the smile was? 
O'er punished wrong grew right.
But faults you ne'er suspected—
Nay, praised; no faults at all—
Those would you had detected: 
Crushed eggs whence snakes could
crawl! _
—Robert Browning




But if any man draw back, my 
soul shall have no pleasure in him. 
—Heb. 10:38.
The Memory Man
His Story Today Is About the 
Rockland Man Who Made 
85 Violins
match around a well patronized 
barber chair would be all the exer­
cise Mr. Welt needed but such was 
not the case—He had a yen to make 
a fiddle! Some folks, were they bit­
ten by the fiddle making bug, 
would start right in and try to make 
one out of any piece cf lumber that 
was easy to get, but friend Welt 
had ideas of his own on the subject. 
For a guess I’ll sav that he bought 
and studied nearly every worth­
while bock on the art of violin 
making. Then he studied them all 
over again, many times.
(By Iree Member) All ^me ne was searching for
Some people are particularly in- the finest maple and spruce. that
terested in electricty, others in 
music, science, history, aggriculture. 
painting, medicine, newspaper pub­
lishing, shipbuilding, sports and 
hundreds of ether human activities, 
but there is one particular thing in 
life which stirres the interest of 
every person of average intelligence 
—what our brother humans are do­
ing, or have done. There are inci­
dents in the life of every human 
which wculd be of keen interest to 
all of us if we could unearth and 
relate them and these incidents 
would be read with human interest 
and not out of mere curiousity.
Since I began writing these 
sketches I have asked for informa­
tion from ethers just three times. 
My two first reques’s got no re­
sponse but my third rang the bell. 
I had several incidents in memory 
but wanted a bit more. I wrote 
the party for information and he 
responded and thts information, 
added to data stored away in my 
memory tank, makes the following 
sketch possible. (Thanks San.)
The man in this sketch came to 
Rockland from Waldoboro in No­
vember, 1839. In April, 1893, he moved 
into the Moffitt block, 362 Main 
street and has been in business at 
the same address ever since. He Ls 
a barber and claims to be the oldest 
man doing business on the streets 
of Rockland. He has been in busi­
ness here 52 years and on Flag Day, 
June 14 he will be 81 years old, and 
still going strong. S. E. Welt is the 
name he signs to his checks and 
business correspondence! Know 
him? You probably do, if not, you 
have missed something—He’s a 
grand guy.
He kept my alfalfa trimmed for 
many years and we became friends 
and have so remained all through 
the years. Hair cutting was not 
the only interest we had in com­
mon—I liked to fiddle a bit and he 
liked to make the fiddles and I want 
to tell you some of his experiences 
in the fiddle making line.
It would seem to most people that 
six days a week doing a walking
BINGO
And Big Party Tonight
SPEAR HALL, 7.45 




The books of the Town of 
Owl’s Head close Saturday, Jan. 
31, 1942. AU taxes not paid by 
that date must appear as unpaid 
in the Annual Town Report.
Selectmen and CoUector.
8-10
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR. 
OPTOMETRIST 
$36 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME. 
TEL. 28
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1J0 to 5.30 
Evenings By Appointment
26-25
could be had from which to make 
the top, back and sides of the in­
strument. One of his choice "finds” 
was a piece cf timber fr;m a budd­
ing more than a century old—a very 
choice piece of fiddle wood.
While studing the violin text books 
and hunting choice lumber he was 
getting tegether a complete set of 
tools without which fine, artistic 
work could not be done—and with 
Mr. Welt nothing short of perfec­
tion was ccnsidered.
Not content with his text bocks 
on violin making he got the best 
books published on viclin repairing 
and history of the violin and stud­
ied them until he knew the con­
tents from cover to cover.
Feeling that he was ready fcr the 
real job he made his first violin, 
I think he worked about all of his 
spare time for about one year be­
fore his first fiddle was ready for 
the bow. I tried it cut almost be­
fore the varnish was dry on it. and, 
by the way, the art of varnishing a 
violin was another thing he had to 
learn, just the right varnish to use 
and just how much to use—I don’t 
knew much about fiddle making but 
I do know that a lustrous finish 
cannot be obtained unless top qual­
ity varnish, made for this class of 
work be used. As to the quantity 
to use, several coats have to be 
carefully applied. Too little var­
nish makes a deep, lustrous finLsh 
impossible while too many coats wil], 
deaden the tone of the violin—It 
is a fussy job that only a skilled 
craftsman can do properly—Let San 
do it!
Mr. Welt completed his first vio­
lin Jan. 1, 1910—which started the 
new year off on the right foot, vio- 
linly speaking, On Jan. 24, 1936, 
Mr. Welt celebrated his 50th wed­
ding anniversary by finishing his 
85th violin. In other words “Sanny” 
made 84 violins in 26 years—from 
January 1910 to Jan. 24, 1936, and, 
if I am not mistaken, hung up a 
record for the number of "hand 
made" violins any one man has to 
his credit—85 in all. Of this num­
ber he has 25 on hand. The other 
56 are in the hands of players scat­
tered all over the United States.
Some years back a young lady 
called at 362 and asked for Mr. Welt.
"That’s my name,” said Sanny, 
"what can I do for you?"
"I’d like you to give this violin the 
"cnce over,” said the lady, as she 
handed Mr. Welt a violin.
Many times during his 40 years 
in the barbering business Sanny 
had been asked to give the “once 
over” by customers but giving a vio­
lin the once over was new to him. 
After looking the viclin over a mo­
ment he said: "This reminds me of 
the time a very young man came in 
here, seated himself in my barber 
j chair and said ‘‘give me a shave." 
I soon had him ready for a shave 
and then I stepped across the shop, 
directly back of his chair so that he 
cculd see what I was doing in the 
mirror in front of him. I filled and 
lighted my pipe and began to smoke. 
At this the young man said.
“Aren’t you going to shave me?”
“Yes,” I said, “as soon as the 
beard has grown.”
The young lady looked at me and
KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
NOTICE OF QUALIFICATION OF 
DIRECTORS
I, Charles T. Smalley, Clerk of the Knox 
County Trust Company, hereby certify that at 
the annual meeting of its stockholders held 
Jan. 13, 1942, the following stockholders were 
elected as members of the Board of Directors 
for the ensuing year, and have qualified as such 
by taking the required oath of office:
Charles H. Berry 
Putnam P. Bicknell 
John C. Creighton 
Elmer B. Crockett 
Alfred C. Hocking 
Lincoln E. McRae
Charles E. Starrett 
Herbert C. Jlewbegin 
Morris B. Perry 
Arthur K. Walker 
Albert 0. McLoon
Charles T. Smalley, Clerk.
Rockland, Maine, Jan. 17, 1942.
Snapped By Knox County Artists
I,*-V
Every-Other-Day
TALK OF THE TOlFound Dead In BedThe Men’s League
Hears a Quartet of Expert 
Debaters From Bates 
College
Bates College Junior Varsity De­
baters entertained members of the 
Baptist Men’s League at the Janu­
ary supper meeting last Thursday. 
night in the First Baptist Church 
dining rocm.
The question was "Resolved: That 
the Federal Government shouldj 
regulate by law all the labor unions 
in the United States.” A decision ; 
by the cuaic nee was in favor of the 
affirmative side
D( ba ters w* re Arnold Stevens cf 
Scuth Hadley, Mass., and Gecrge 
Antunes cf Wakefield, Mass., for 
the affirmative, and Donald Day of 
Auburn (Maine) and Edward Dunn 
of Northampton, Mass., the nega­
tive side. The debate was conduct­
ed by J:ceph E. Blaisdell. a Bates 
man. and Rockland High principal.
Guests were Misses Lucille Stanley , 
and Dorothy Peterson, Douglas 
Ccoper, Arnold Nelson, Gregory 
Wynne and Dana Cummings. Mu­
nicipal Court Recorder Frank F. 
Harding was admitted to member­
ship in the League..
An excellent lamb supper was 
served by ladies of the church un­
der the direction cf Mrs. Knott C. 
Rankin. A boys’ program was an­
nounced for the February meeting.
Following the debate there was a 
lively open forum. Copies cf a 
bock, entitled “Quiz on the Rail­
roads.” furnished by William A. 
Wheeler, general representative of 
the Maine Central Railroad, and 
December men’s league speaker, 
were distributed.
Tri-County League
Rockland Quintet Well Out In 
Front In Knox, Lincoln,
Waldo Series
The schedule for the next five 
weeks of the Knox-Lincoln Waldo 
League follows:
Week 6t Jan. 19
Camden at Belfast.
Thomaston at R:ckland.
Week of Jan. 26
Belfast at Rockland.
Waldoboro at Thomaston.
Week of Feb. 2
* Camden t Waldobcro.
Thomaston at Belfast.
Week of Feb. 9
Rockland at Camden.
Waldoboro at Belfast.




Winning team received, $40 00
Second High team receives, 20.00 
Third High team receives, 10 00 
High average (individual), 15.00 
Second High average (ind.) 7.50 
High five strings, (individual), $12.50 
Sec. high five strings, (ind.), 500
High single string, (ind.), 7 50
Sec. High single string, <ind.>, 5.00
High team total, 10.03
High team single 10.00
Total, $142.50
Rockland easily took the measure 
of the up and down Camden bowlers 
at the Star Alleys Thursday night 
with Tracy and McKinney leading 
the way. The issue was never in 
doubt. Bagley hit 511 for Camden 
with a single of 119 while Tracy cf 
Rockland had 535 with a single of 
115. Mt Kinney had a nice total 
with 513.
Waldoboro nosed out Belfast by 
15 pins with Genthner having high 
total with 460 and Fitch having high 
single with 111. Ccle was high for 
Belfast having a 467 total and single 
of 108.
Rockland won two vicetories at 
the expense of Belfast and Waldo­
boro to establish itself firmly in 
first place at the end of half of the 
season. The scores are not avail­
able at the present time but will be 
published later. Belfast and Waldo­
boro are tied for second place with 
Camden and Thomaston bringing 
up the rear guard.
Tri-County League Standing 
Team Won Lost Pet.
Rockland .... 33 15 .687
Belfast ........ 24 24 .530
Waldoboro .... 24 24 .503
Camden ...... 21 27 .437
Thomaston ....* 18 33 .375
Records
High five strings (ind.) Stev­
enson (Camden), 543.
High Single, Anderson (Thomas­
ton), 135.
High Total (team), Camden 2534. 
High Single (team), Camden 541.
First Ten Averages 
Player St. P.F. Ave
Tracy, 5 535 107.
Gross, 23 lr«77 98.7
Boggs, 20 1950 97.10
Heal 25 2426 97.1
Rackliffe, 23 1939 96.19
Chatto. 23 1935 96.15
Hobbs, 13 965 96.5
Genthner, 10 962 96.2
Crowell, 5 476 96.1
Stevenson, 25 2374 C4.24•
so far, a rather slew season, but, 
may hit their stride in this game 
and really run up a score on the 
Union lassies.
Charles Falk, a Swede, Ex­
pired In Rnominq House
—Death Was Due To 
Alcoholism
Police were called at 4 p. m. Sat­
urday to a Willow street reem n 
house where a man was reported to 
have been found dead in bed, an;!, 
apparently had been dead fcr seine 
number of days.
The owner of the house, who re­
ported the death to the police, stat­
ed that she had gone to the man 
rocm, as is her weekly custom, t > 
collect the rent just before 4 o'clock 
and that a woman companion cf tl. 
man had answered the door an.i 
stated that he was dead.
At the police station, the room­
ing house owner identified the men 
as Charles Falk, somewhere between 
40 and 50 years of age, a native cf 
Sweden and a paving cutter L. 
trade.
Dr. H. J. Weisman, Medical Ex­
aminer, conducted a post mortem 
examination and ordered the police 
to hold the woman until he had de­
termined the cause of death. Her 
testimony, given the police, revealed 
that Falk had been dead since some 
time early Thursday night, thought 
to be abcut 9 o’clock, and that she 
had remained with him until the 
landlady called for the rent lare 
Saturday afternoon.
She was released Saturday night 
after Dr. WeLsman had rendered a 
verdict of death due to alcoholism.
Patrolman Chaples and Deputy 
Sheriff Gray investigated the case.
(IrUU/Uj-
Jan. 21 - Tlv.iii.i-idin n, nefltl 
for Nursing Assn ut Mis J 
Bvoy's.
Jan. 22—Camden—Chamber < 
merce Banquet and Ladles' N
Jan 23 —Rockport Pub ii I 
tion, Fred A Norwood W.R.C
Jan 28 — Rockland Lavinc 
glonal Conference ut First 
Church
Jan. 28 Knox County Poull 
meet at Rockland City if
Jan. 30 Waldoi'ni•■> Pn 
Birthday Ball at High Scho. 
torlum.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Dav
Feb. 2 Methodtol To it h i ■ | 
Rally at Pratt Memorial Cl 
Rockland.
Feb. 4 Hobby Show anil <-u(| 
ment at Unlvenallt • vestry
Feb. 12 Lincolns Birthday
Feb. 14 St Valentine Day.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday
Feb. 18 19—Junior Class play 
a Life!” at High School nudl't
Feb. 22—Washington s Birth,
March 17 Kt Patrl k D




Whoever wrote “variety 
spice of life'' may have h i 
erence to the present mont 
to some ways of thinking 
bit over-spiced, between it 
ranges of temperature ai 
storms. Quite a bit of an 
shower last night, atop < 
March winds which have 
blowing since the year conic 
holidays bothering in this i 
Nothing but the Japs ai 
Germans
The two pictures which won 
first prize in their respective di­
visions. The top picture is titled 
“Soldier's Farewell” and was tak­
en by Sidney Cullen, staff photog­
rapher for The Courier-Gazette, 
on the occasion cif the departure 
of Battery E 240th Coast Artillery 
frcin Rockland in September, 1949, 
when the unit entered Federal 
service. The persons in the pic­
ture are Corporal and Mrs. James
F. Favereau of iRockland andi their
' two children. This picture’ 6b- 
, tained the greatest number of 
votes in the Papular Award con-; 
I test, also last August it was award­
ed first prize in the competition 
of the Mialne. Press Association 
which included press photograph­
ers from all the weekly and bi­
weekly papers of Maine.
The picture belcw, by Osgood
Gilbert, entitled “Down Easter,” 
i was selected for first award! by a
! board of judges who made their 
'selection /or print quality and 
composition, on Friday- night. The 
picture was taken between Crte- 
havenand Matinicus last Fall by 
iMr. Gilbert ih a boat owned by 
Clyde Young and operated' by Her- 
ibert Young. The signal light on
f'C-riehaven breakwater may be seen to the left of the picture. An un­
usual marine picture, it drew much 
favorable comment during the 
1 show.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT Al»! 
WORK WO\T)FR«
HERE’S GOOD NEWS, GIRLS!
To those who have waited so long for 
those fine All Wool Misses’ Slacks we are 
glad to state that we now have the Navy 
in stock.
~The price is slightly advanced from last 
season, but as you know they are well 






830 or 781-1 or 781-11
U0-112 UMEROCK STItJ 
ROCKLAND, ME.
GREGORY’S
The Knox County Camera Club 
brought its third annual exhibit 
of salon prints to a successful 
close on Saturday night, having 
had an attendance of over 2000 
persons at the two day showing 
which was held in the Community 
Building.
The exhibit was cutstanding 
this year in the manner in which 
the prints were displayed, the wide 
variety cf subjects, composition 
and print quality. Practically every 
member of the club had pictures 
in the show that represented their 
best work of the year. A large 
number of other camera clubs from 
all sections of the country sent 
prints to be exhibited, which made 
a total of nearly 300 pictures cn 
display at one time.
First prizes for the exhibit went
to Osgood Gilbert and Sidney Cul­
len, Gilbert being awarded the 
judges first prize for his print en­
titled! ‘"Down Easter" and Cullen 
winning the popular award on 
which the general public voted, 
entitled “A Soldier’s Farewell” and 
shewed a soldier holding his two 
children, as his wife looked on, 
at the moment of his departure 
for service.
Second prize was won by Joel 
Miller of Thomaston in the judges 
awards with "Wintertime” and in 
the popular awards, “’Megunticook 
"Sunset” by Jerome C. Burrows.
Third awards were won by "Sil­
houette” by Joel Miller and “Home 
Defense” by James Mo'ore. Fourth 
position was awarded to Sidney 
Cullen for White Head and to Joel 
Miller for “Forgotten”.
, Honorable mention was awarded
in 'both classes to Joel Miller’s
| “Surf” and “Sandra”. In this 
1 manner of judging the prints, the 
, board of judges select five winning 
prints and the public selects, by 
ballot, an equal number of pic­
tures that have the most human 
appeal, prizes being awarded in 
both classes.
The out of towm pictures were 
judged by a board of members of 
the club. Their selections were: 
First prize, “Winter” by Clayton 
Sands of the Lewiston Lens 
League; second, "New Hampshire" 
by Walter Franklin of Dover, N. 
H.; third, “Polished Steel” by D. D. 
Goodwin of the Fitchburg Camera 
Club of Fitchburg, Mass.; fourth, 
j^Table Top,” by G. A. Watson of 
Dover, N. H.; honorable mention, 
j “Birches” by B. D. Weeden of 
Brattleboro, Vt.
The man with the red book under his arm 
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said, “What has that got to do with 
my violin?”
"Why,” said I, “I don't see any­
thing wrong with it and I don’t 
think it needs a cnce ever any more 
than the young man needed a shave. 
The violin is all right.”
“I think so too, but did you ever 
see that violin before?”
“Yes, sure,” I said. “I made it, 
where did you get it?”
“Well, this is hew it happened." 
she replied.
“I was engaged to play a violin 
solo in a Philadelphia Theatre and 
just as I took my violin out of the 
case and stood with my viclin in 
one hand and my bow in the other 
someone opened a bottle of soda 
and tiie centents landed on my bow 
hair—and I was due to play my 
solo in just a few minutes. One of 
the stage hands saw what had hap­
pened and quickly said to me, 
“Madam, I have a bow you may 
use.” “Get it, quickly," I said.
He did so and I went on the stage 
and played my solo. When I re­
turned I thanked the gentleman 
and said, “ycu saved my life that 
time.”
“I have a violin I would like you 
to look over” he replied. I was 
glad to do this. |I tried it, fell in 
love with it and bought it. Three 
weeks ago I played a solo in that 
same theatre ob this violin and the 
man from whom I bought it said 
it was the finest viollin he ever 
heard. I agreed, and now, Mr. Welt, 
may I kiss the hand that made this 
violin?”
Sanny blushes like everything 
when kissing is mentioned but he 
coyly admitted to me that fcr once 
he stood his ground and gave her as
s. .
MII.K CONTROL BOARD—NOTICE OF HEARING
Under authority of Chapter 13. of the Public laws of 1935, as amended. the 
M‘!k Csn’rol Board of the State of M-'lne will hold a public hear ng In the 
Cnn« H<U in the town of Camden. Thursday. JanuMy 22, »t-1’AJJ’
standard time, and in the Knox County CouH Hotise, tn the City ot Rockland 
Thursday. January 22, 1942 at 2.30 p. m.. standard time, for the purpose 0$ 
determining whether r»r not the town of Camden shall be ^hdrpwp from tne 
Rockland marketing area and for the purpose cf establishing or diangln< mini­
mum wholesale and retail prices to be charged for milk, meaning auld mlla 
and cream, distributed for sale within the Rockland market. Whether pro­
duced. including the following classes:
1. By producer to consumer, dealer or producer- dealer.
2. By dealer or produ?er-dealer to stores either for consumption on the 
premises or resale to consumers.
3. By dealer or producer-dealer to consumer.
4. By stores to consumer.
5. By wholesaler to retailer.
6. By any person not Included in the foregoing classifications to another 
person for commercial purposesSaid Rockland market as designated by said Board includes the city cf 
Rockland and the towns of Rockport. Owl's Head and Camden, aU Within the 
County of Knox and the towns of Damariscotta. Newcastle. Noble boro and Wal­
doboro and the villages of Pemaquid, New Harbor. Pemaquid Point. Pemaquid 
Beach and Chamberlain, in the town of Bristol, all within the County of 
Lincoln.AU persons l&terested are request «*d to attend and offer testimony.
MILK CONTROL BOARD
By KARL P. OSGOOD, Chairman.- - 1 7irit
good, as the lady sent. Guess he 




Rockland High Goes Against 
Morse Tonight—Girls
Play Union
The basketeers of Rockland 
High have got a tough cne to go 
to the mat with tonight at the 
Community Building when they 
j tackle the team wearing the blue 
and white of Morse.
I Rockland, with a team that has 
been good at times and not so good 
at others, has a record somewhat 
like that cf Morse as they have 
had the same kind of a season,
I top notch one game and in the 
j dumps the next. The cnly dif- 
l ference is that Morse has been 
playing teams in the king row all 
, ol their games.
The Morse-Rockland games have 
always in the past produced the 
unexpected and the under dog may 
nip the IMen of Morse” as has 
been done in the past.
The evening’s games will start 
at 6-30 when the Jayvees play 
their game with the Morse Junior 
varsity which will toe folio wed by 
the Morse-Rockland game and 
later, the Rockand girls’ team will 
meet the Union High School ag­
gregation.
The Rockland girls have had.
Out Of State Cars
The following cut cf State auto­
















There are plenty of these 
Shoes to be had for
$1.38
that were made to retail 
from $4 to $6
LEFT
for your inspection, both 
io our windows and inside 
of the store.
They make good house 
or general wear shoes and 





432 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
THE CITY DIRECTORY MAN
Is Making His Annual Rounds. Checking Up On the 
Wanderings of the Residents of
Rockland, Camden, Rockport and Thomaston
A Door-to-Door Canvass of Business Houses, Pro­
fessional Offices and Residences is Being Made To 
Correct the Listings for the 1942 Directory.
The Residents of These Communities Can Help 
the Publishers by Giving Accurate and Up-to-the- 
Minute Information, by Promptly Answering the 
Doorbell and Cheerfully Answering All Questions 
Asked by Our Enumerators.
THE CITY DIRECTORY IS THE CURRENT HISTORY 
OF AND THE INFORMATION BUREAU AND 
GUIDE BOOK TO YOUR CITY
It is to Your Advantage to be Correctly Listed in 
the City Directory for Delivery Purposes, Credit 
Ratings, Mail, Telegraph and Express Deliveries, 
Friends, Relatives and Business Houses From Out- 
of-Town Trying to Locate You.
THE 1942 DIRECTORY WILL BE ISSUED IN 
FEBRUARY
For Ail Information Pertaining to Your Listing, 
Subscription, or Advertising Rates, Write—
H. A. MANNING CO.
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TALK OF THE TOWN! More Talk ot the Town on Page 6.
BORN
Conway—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 8, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert V. Conway 
of South Thomaston, a daughter— 
Leatrlce Lillian.
Hamlin — At Rockland, Jan 13, to 
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge H. Hamlin, a 
daughter—Margaret Lucille.
Jan. 21 —Thomaston Benefit party 
for Nursing Ass n at Mrs J A Mc­
Evoy's.
Jan. 22—Camden—Chamber of Com­
merce Banquet and Ladles’ Night
Jan 23 —Rockport— Public Installa­
tion. Fred A Norwood W.R.C.
Jan. 28 — Rockland laymen’s Re 
glonal Conference at First Baptist 
Church.
Jan. 28 Knox County Poultrymen 
meet at Rockland City Hall.
Jan. 30 — Waldoboro President’s 
Birthday Ball at High School audi­
torium.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Dav.
Feb. 2—Methodist Youth Fellowship 
Rally at Pratt Memorial Church In 
Rockland.
Feb. 4 Hobby Show and entertain­
ment at Universalist vestry.
Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14 St Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 18 19—Junior Class play, "What 
a Life!’’ at High School auditorium.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.




Searles-Robbins — At Portland, Jan. 
17. Mervelle S. Searles of Lubec and 
Miss Muriel O. Robbins of Appleton. 
—By Rev Charles L Cronkhlte.
Wood-Watts — At Martinsville. Jan. 
16. Ralph W. Wood. Jr. of Augusta 
and Mlse Marguerite M. Watts of 
Martinsville. — By Rev R Byrd 
Springer.
DIED
Falk—At Rockland. Jan 15. Charles 
R Falk, aged 38 years. 8 months, 6 
days. Interment In Rockland.
Lawrence At Rockland. Jan 19. 
Charles C. Lawrence, aged 81 years, 10 
month, 11 days. Funeral Thursday at 
2 o'clock from Russell funeral home. 
Interment in Achorn cemetery.
Meservey—At Warren, Jan. 19. John 
R Meservey, aged 55 years, 7 months. 
28 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 
o’clock from residence. Interment in 
Jefferson.
Thompson At Vinalhaven, Jan. 17. 
John Thompson, aged 83 years. Inter­
ment in Cummings cemetery.
Mrs. Grace M. Strout Director 
of the Augusta District and vice 
president of the State Federation 
of Music Clubs, has been appointed 
a member of the State Committee 
for Music Defense of which Mrs. 
Marion Haskell Brosseau of Port­
land is chairman. The program 
of the defense committee will be 
to furnish musical instruments, to 
contribute concert tickets to fur­
nish musical programs, and to 
provide musical opportunities to 
either Army or Navy bases in the 
State. Sub-ocmmlttees will soon 
be appointed from the Rubinstein 
Club, the Thomaston Baptist 
Choral Society, the Gardiner 
Choral Society and the Cecelia 
Club of Augusta.
The Weather
Whoever wrote “variety is the 
spice of life" may have had ref­
erence to the present month, but 
to some ways of thinking it ts a 
bit over-spiced, bet/ween its wide 
ranges of temperature and its 
storms. Quite a bit of an April 
shower last night, atop of the 
March winds which have been 
blowing since the year come in. No 
holidays bothering in this month. 
Nothing but the Japs and the 
Germans.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend thanks to all 
friends and neighbors for their kind­
ness and help, and for beautiful floral 
tributes at the home of our recent be­
reavement; especially do we thank 
Dr Brown and Mrs Osgood Gilbert.
Mr. .and Mrs. Milton Elwell and 
Mrs. Walter Church and family. *
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank friends and Em­
ployes of tha M.C.R R. who kindly 
offered their services and sent flowers 
in our recent bereavement.















9 CLAREMONT ST., TEL. G62 
ROCKLAND, ME.
Rev. Frederick W. Smith, Super­
intendent of the Maine Christian 
Civic League will show a colored 
motion picture Thursday night at 
7.15 in the vestry of the First Bap­
tist Church. These pictures were 
taken throughout the State by Mr. 
Smith, showing some beautiful 
scenery effects. Many groups of 
young people took part in the Aim­
ing. All are invited.
Ladiies of the Cor^regational 
Church will sew for the Red Cross 
Wednesday afternoon in the ves­
try. The Red Cross needs your 
help. Please note there will be no 
morning sewing next Wednesday. 
This is independent of the Rounds 
Mothers group.
Chicken pie supper at the Metho­
dist Church Thursday, Jan. 22, at 
6 p. m. price 65c.—adv.
Learn to Hy. Charles Treat, 56 
Talbot Ave., Tel. 1203. 150-tf
Visitors In Washington, D. C. 
can get copies of The Courier-Ga­
zette at the Metropolitan News 
Agency, 603 15th street. North 
West.—adv. 68*tf
For dependable radio service 
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517 




MISS DALY TO BROADCAST
Rockland citizens who have 
radio receivers should not neglect 
to tune in on Station WCSH 
tenight from 6.15 to 6.25. 
when Miss Ellen Daly, superin­
tendent of Knox Hospital, pre­
sents a broadcast on “Prepara­
tion for Nursing Service,” as 
especially applied to the coun­
try's defense Miss Daly’s state­
ment will carry especial interest 
and weight, not only because of 
her splendid record as superin­
tendent of Knox Hospital, but 
because of her position as presir 
dent of the Ma ne State Nurses’ 
Association. All who are inter-1 
ested in this vital subject will 
And it to their advantage to listen 
to her 10-minute talk tonight. 
The time is 6.15 to 6.25.
Skating and tobogganing were o»i 
the program yesterday for a happy 
group which motored to the Snow 
Bowl and had supper there before 
returning homeward. In the 
group were Virginia Bowley, Lu­
cille Stanley, Helen Crcckett, Miles 
Sawyer, Dick Spear, Burnell Mank, 
James Kirk, and Hazen Sawyer.
The Knox County Camera Club 
will meet tonight at the home of 
Wilbur Senter on Broadway.
Private Clayton E. Young of Ma- 
tinlcus, Me. was recently promoted 
to the rank of Corporal in Port­
land's company in a Maine In­
fantry Regiment, it was announced 
at regimental headquarters today.
Evangelistic Services
Are Being Held In 
G. A. R. HALL 
Corner Limerock and Union Sts. 
TUESDAY. FFTnAV and 
SUNDAV. at 7.45 P. M.
We preach the simple truths, 
lived and taught by Jesus and 
uphold Him as Saviour and ex­
ample for all. Come!
Conducted by
MLss Mears and Miss Scherb 
9*lt
National Youth Sunday was 
most Attingly observed here on
-------  j Sunday Jan. 18, 1942, in the Uni-
As Minesweeper Vigor Went i versalist Church with the members 
Overboard At Snow of the Y.P.C.U. organization tak- 
Shinvards ing over the crder the church
_____ j service. Tbe following members
Promptly at noon, yesterday, j look part: Presiding officer. Bur- 
Snow Shipyards launched the last ! nell Mank; New Testament lesson, 
ot their two Navy contracts, which : Faith Long; Old Testament lesson, 
totaJed 10 minesweepers, as Amc Virginia Bowley, Responsive Read- 
110. USB. Vigor, slid down the ‘ in8- Nada Carey, and Prayer by
A Stormy Launching
ways after being christened by 
Mrs. Henrietta 'Mindoro Carver,
Louise Veazie. Two addresses were 
delivered entitled ’’Spirit of Youth”
NOTIFY RED CROSS
Let wives, children and parents 
of men killed, wounded or missing 
i in action get in touch with the 
Red Cross at once!
Donations will be welcomed. We 
will receive gifts to take care of 
Home Service cases arising in 
connection wnth the armed forces, 
i If you wish, we will put them in 
a special fund for no otheT pur­
pose.
Keryn ap Rice,
i Capt. USA. Retired. Chairman.
wife of Commander W. J. Carver i by Lincoln McRae Jr; and "Thei
U&N.
The Snow yard received the or­
iginal contract one year ago and ,
has done a remarkable job of i A Perry’ Milton Robarts. Robert, Universalist parlors. John Perry
Church as a Help to the Spirit of 
Youth", by Helen M. Crockett. 
Ushers for the service were: John
"Gossip’’ was the theme of the 
Y.P.CU. meeting Sunday night 
when the young people met in the
Paul and Hazen Sawyer. Members 
of the YP.C.U. attended in a body.
An announcement of interest is a
wooden ship construction in the 
past 12 months to launch the en­
tire 10 craft and 9end six of them 
to gea in that time.
I In addition to the building of IHc,bby Show be given under the
the mine sweepers, the yard has , d*rection of tl.e Womens Associa- 
, built and launched the trawler, 'tion of the Universalist Church in 
, Belmont, and has two of the 110
i foot PC class sub chasers framed 
up and the foundations for the 
ways of two huge Navy salvage 
boats under construction.
| The Vigor was towed to the At- 
, ting out docks where she will wait 
J her turn for the electricians and 
machinists crews to be made ready 
! for sea.
tlie vestry the afternoon of Feb. 4. 
There will be on exhibit many hob­
bies and in conjunction there will 
be a brief entertainment, refresh­
ments served, an apren table and 
other items of interest.
Knox and Lincoln Past Noble 
Grands will be entertained Wednes­
day at the heme of Clarence Benner 
in Waldoboro. Visiting Members 
are requested to take sweets and 
dishes.
Rockland’s underprivileged chil­
dren will eat warm, nourishing din­
ners from the proceeds of tomor­
row night’s dance at Glen Cove 
Grange hall. Bud Clark’s Orchestra 
will provide music. The public is 
promised an especially good time.
The AMc 104, USS. Skipper, 
built at the yards of Harry Marr in 
Damariscotta and recently launched 
was towed to Snow Shipyards yes­
terday by the tug Seguin of Bath, 
where she will have her electrical 
equipment and engines installed.
Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 4 
, The Women’s Society of the Und- 
I versalist Church is sponsoring a 
I hobby show in the vestry. Plan 
to exhibit your hobby by calling 
Mrs. Walter H. Spear, chairman.
The “Ship Recovery,” of the Re­
bekah Fleet made its first trip trip 
to “Ten Dollar Island,” last Wed­
nesday evening. All present report­
ed a very pleasant and successful 
voyage, with Capt. Jennie Fey ler at 
the wheel. The names of seawomen 
listed on this ship are Mabel Hard­
ing, Winnie Karl, Lillian McCurdy, 
Fannie Clark, Mrs. Peaslee, Cora 
Kalloch, Edith Bachelder, Agnes 
Harding, Grace Ludwick, Capt. 
Jennie Feyler.
was devotional leader assisted by 
Lucille Stanley, as accompanist, 
and Betty Payson, Helen Crockett 
and Burnell Mank in the worship 
service. The offertory service 
being conducted by Virginia Bow­
ley and David Newcombe. Dr. Lowe 
thanked participating! members in 
the morning service and other 
members for their support. An 
invitation was also read inviting 
the organization to be the guest 
of the Comrades of the Way at the 
Congregational Church on Sunday 
evening!, Feb. 1. This is to be a 
supper and devotional meeting at 
which time the YJP.C.U. will lead 
the devotionals and give the pro­
gram of the evening. The group 
Sunday night was honored to have 
their evening speaker, Capt. 
Keryn ap Rice of the American 
Red Cross, who spoke of the pur­
poses and aims of the Red Cross. 
Guests at the meeting included 
Mrs. Peris Kirk. Celia andi Louise 
Kirk and Barbara Bartlett.
Another of those widely known 
chicken pie suppers will be served 
Jan. 22 at the Methodist Church.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will enter­
tain Past Noble Grands and Char­
ter members at supper tonight at 6 
o’clock. Please note the change 
in time. Ruth Benner is chairman. 
A short pregram has been arranged 
and there will be a drill of the de­
gree staff. An invitation has been 
extended by Mystic Lodge of War­
ren to confer the degree on a class 
of candidates. Jan. 26.
“Good Neighbors”
Christian good neighborliness is 
excellent practice fcr churches, 
not that one should fail in loyalty 
of attendance to his own avowed 
choice of church affiliation: that 
j goes without question. But to have 
knowledge and interest and a 
neighborliness in our hearts for 
what all other ministers of God are 
accomplishing in the guidance of 
their Hocks for human betterment 
and religious principals in our 
community, is to broaden our 
standards and uplift cur reaiiza- 
(tion of hew much is being done 
[ for the salvation of souls in spite 
of the calamity of this world in 
its war torn idiocy.
The long time editor of Tilt Cou­
rier-Gazette held strong sentiment 
in this line, and advocated a once 
a year exchange of pulpits by the 
pastors of our city that once pre­
vailed, and today as never before 
the churches one foundation the 
saints of the Lord." are really that, 
and not a prejudiced membership 
without thought for all others.
Sabbath Day, Jan. 18. was desig­
nated as National Youth Sunday 
in the Universalist Churches of 
our land. I attended the service 
at the Church of Immanual, where 
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe had 
arranged the program that was 
given by the Young Peoples Chris­
tian Union of that church. Every 
part of it was excellent, and carried 
through with dignity, intelligent 
planning and Anish. A most soul- 
Aling morning of worship ul pro­
gram. Dr. Lowe gave a few words 
of understanding appreciation of 
what this yearly service meaiia to 
the church, both young and old.
K S. F.
The WjC.T.U. met Friday at the 
home of Mrs. Kate Brawn. Devo­
tions were conducted by Mis. 
Clara Emery. It was voted to pur­
chase a $50 defense bond, to donate 
$10 to the Red Cross War Fund 
and $5 for the Rural Religious 
Work.
CUTLER’S BRINGS YOU HISTORY-MAKING FUR VALUES!
NOW MORE THAN EVER IT’S SMART TO BE THRIFTY!
IN DEFENSE OF YOUR DOLLAR ... BUY NOW ... SAVE NOW!
New England’s Largest 
Fur Establishment’s MARKDOWN
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY AT 2 P. M.—ALL DAY THURSDAY 
JANUARY 21 AND 22
SAVE 331% to 50% ON SCOTT SUPER-BILT FUR COATS










MORE NEW ENGLAND WOMEN 
Buy Scott Furs 
Than Any Others!
USUALLY $80 TO $100 USUALLY $130 TO $180 USUALLY $200 TO $250
. I
Choose from All These Dependable SCOTT FURS!
* HUDSON SEAL DYED MUSKRATS * MINK OR SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS
* NATURAL GREY CHINESE KIDSKINS * SOUTH AMERICAN LEOPARD CATS
* LET-OUT RACCOONS * BLACK DYED RUSSIAN MOIRE CARACULS
* MINK DYED CONEYS * BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS
* SKUNK DYED OPOSSUM GREAT COATS
* DYED CARACUL LAMBS (Black, Brown or Grey)
* BLACK CARACUL DYED KID PRINCESSES * NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS
* SKUNK DYED ASSEMBLED RACCOON 3 Piece Ensembles (Includes Coat, 4
Hat arid Muff) *SEAL DYED CONEYS * SILVER DYED FOX JACKETS
* BLACK CARACUL DYED KIDS * Others too numerous to list!
Other Scott Furs Usually $200 to $450, Sale Priced $159 to $299
NO NEED TO PAY CASH! Enjoy the Convenience of 











NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS 
Scott Fur Experts Here to 
Help You Make Your Selection!
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Page Four
He heard her little ga»p as he 
turned on his heel.
As he entered the Waffle Shop 
Miss Martha and Miss Mary, crirp-
fc/' CHAPTER X
’ Harcourt picked up the belt and 
holster which he had dropped to the 
desk when he came in. As he hung 
It on a peg on tne log wall the lines 
between his brows deepened. The 
shoulder holster which held its twin 
was empty.
“Pasta!”
No answer to his call. The boy 
was doubtless helping the Samp 
girls in their preparations.
Plump Miss Mary in a dove-gray 
taffeta, its balloon sleeves proclaim­
ing it of the vintage of ’94, its rose- 
point bertha suggesting a grand­
mother of parts, greeted him as he 
entered the Samp living-room. Ob­
viously she was flustered.
“Well, now! Well, now! Janice is 
dressing, Mr. Bruce. Mary and I 
begged her to wear one of her love­
ly evening dresses for our party. She 
let us choose it from a trunk in 
the storehouse.” She patted his 
sleeve. “Don’t you look nice.”
“That goes for you too. Miss 
Mary. You almost knocked my eyes 
out with your pretty dress.” He 
bent his head and kissed her rosy, 
wrinkled cheek. “Thank you for 
arranging Jan’s room. When did 
you hear the news?”
"You’re the most heart-warming 
person, Mr. Bruce. I feel as though 
I’d been sitting in the sun after I’ve 
been with you.” She smiled through 
tears, dabbed at her eyes. “Mr. 
Tubby radioed the news before he 
left the city. Such a surprise.”
“Had we told anyone you and 
Miss Martha would have been the 
first to know.”
Janice was lovelier even than he 
had thought her. Her pale blue 
gown, silvery as the edges of a 
cloud, suggested a fairy loom. Slip­
pers which matched her gown had 
bows of sparkling stones which 
were repeated in the clasp of a 
bag of antique brocade. She laid a 
mandarin coat, heavily embroidered 
with mauve and purple iris, care­
fully over the back of a chair.
Janice's eyes and voice were wist­
ful.
“I feel like a fake letting them do 
all this for us,” she said.
He laid his hand over the brown, 
rosy-nailed fingers clutching his 
sleeve. “Forget it, Jan. Don't look 
over your shoulder. Look forward. 
From now on they will have every 
reason to believe that I'm mad about 
you. Be a good sport and see it 
through, my dear.”
“The night we dined together in 
New York you said: ‘Be a sport. 
Acknowledge that you’ve made a 
mistake. Don’t go on with this mar­
riage.’ I didn’t tell you that already 
X had broken with Ned Paxton.”
“That fact will be one of the en­
during satisfactions of my life. 
Come on. I hear the boys tuning 
Up.”
He picked up the mandarin coat. 
“Taking this?”
“Yes. I'll use it as a wrap. Isn’t 
it gorgeous? I found it in my room 
here. Tubby must have bought it 
for a wedding present when he went 
back to the city. He knew that I 
was mad about it. I suspect that it 
was frightfully expensive. It is 
taking goods under false pretenses 
for me to accept it. I ought to give 
it back, but I love it. Can he af­
ford to buy a thing like this?”
“Probably not every day, but wed­
dings do not occur every day at 
headquarters. Why hurt the donor 
by returning his gift? Let's go.”
An orchestra, consisting of fiddle, 
flute and saxophone, agonized into 
the Wedding March from Lohen­
grin, as they appeared in the door­
way of the Waffle Shop.
Janice laughed and parried ques­
tions, played her part brilliantly. 
No one could suspect from her man­
ner that she was not the most gor­
geously happy bride in the world, 
Harcourt told himself with a tinge 
of bitterness. Her radiance van­
ished like sunshine blotted by a 
cloud as Millicent Hale approached. 
Something deep in the woman's fa­
tigue-rimmed eyes gave him the 
uneasy sense of an animal at bay. 
They reflected the green of her gown 
as she purred?”
“Dear Mrs. Harcourt, how sweet 
of you to provide an occasion for 
civilized clothes. I am consumed 
with curiosity to know how you ac-
I complished it. I’ve heard Bruce de- 
1 dare repeatedly that never, while 
he was in Alaska, would he marry, 
i What brand of coercion did you
J use?”
The malice of the attack rendered 
i Harcourt speechless. Was the little 
i woman whom he had considered pa­
thetically helpless like that? Was 
Janice as amazed as he? He glanced 
at her in concern. She was looking 
straight into the eyes watching
her with cat-like intentness.
“It was a method quite my own, 
Mrs. Hale. You couldn't possibly 
use it.” Harcourt came out of his 
trance of surprise, laid his hand on 
her bare arm. She shook it off, 
turned to extend her hand to Ches­
ter. Challenged gaily:
“Why the gloomy brow? Cheerio! 
This is a party, not a memorial 
service.”
Before he could answer Tubby 
Grant seized him.
“Want you, Jimmy. Going to 
stage an old-timer. The Samp girls 
are stepping out in a quadrille.”
With much shifting and laughter 
the four couples took their places. 
Janice and Grant were opppsite Har­
court and the elder Samp sister. 
The leader of the musicians nestled 
the fiddle under his chin, face bea­
tific, drew the bow with a powerful, 
flourishing sweep, shouted:
“Salute Partners!” Miss Martha 
spread her plum-color taffeta skirts 
with work-worn hands and curtsied 
to the floor, recovered, made a deep 
obeisance in response to a shouted, 
“Salute Corners.”
Her beautiful dignity set the key­
note for the dance. The others kept 
watchful eyes on the sisters, who 
sailed through the figures with the 
grace of an angular and a chubby 
swan.
“Change Partners!”
Millicent Hale was first to give out. 
She turned to Bruce:
“I haven’t danced so much nor so 
hard since the winter I came out. 
Do take me home, Bruce. Jimmy 
has disappeared. Joe will be furi­
ous if I stay longer.”
For the fraction of a second Har­
court hesitated. Why pick on him? 
Better to humor her. She might 
make a scene. Anything was credi­
ble after her hateful attack on Jan­
ice.
“Of course I didn't need an escort 
this short distance, Bruce, but I 
had to consult you about Jimmy.”
“Jimmy! What’s the matter with 
Jimmy?”
“That’s what I want to know. To­
day when I entered our cabin, he 
was threatening Joe with a pistol.”
An empty shoulder holster hang­
ing against a log wall flashed on the 
screen of Harcourt’s mind and was 
gone.
“Millicent! You’ve been dream­
ing.”
j Her laugh was bitter. “I’ll admit 
that my life is one long, hideous 
i nightmare, but the part about Jim­
my really happened. As I entered
he was saying:
“ ‘Send for her again and I’ll 
shoot you. You’ve messed up my 
sister’s life, that’s enough. Get me?'
"I couldn't believe it was Joe hud­
dled in his chair, livid, afraid. Joe 
afraid! As I looked at him I thought 
what a poor fool I had been all 
these years, not to stand up to him, 
i not to threaten him. He is a bully 
and a coward. Bruce, and I’ve never
I before found it out.”
“If you have lost your fear of him, 
it is a lot gained, Millicent. For 
whom did Joe send, do you know?”
"No. Unless—unless Jimmy found 
out about Tatima. Joe has made a 
fool of her with flattery. Nothing 
worse. I'm sure, but she follows 
him about like a dog.”
“I’ll speak to Jimmy. He will 
have to turn over his gun to me, if 
that is the use he is making of it.”
"Talk with him. Bruce. Poor boy, 
he has never forgotten his experi­
ences overseas. You will have more 
influence than anyone else.” She laid 
her hand on his arm. “We all dump 
our worries on your shoulders, don't 
we? I shan’t dare do it now that you 
are married. I feel as though I had 
lost you.”
Under pretense of producing his 
cigarette case Harcourt stepped 
back.
“You can't lose what you never 
had, Millicent. Good-night!”
WALDOBORO
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“You can’t lose what you never 
had, Millicent.”
son faced from the exertions of the 
dance, with mammoth white aprons 
over their creaking taffetas, were 
serving the ice-cream which Grant 
had brought hundreds of miles in a 
plane. As he approached Janice he 
heard Jimmy Chester say harshly:
I “He’ll never send for you again.” 
j Had Joe Hale sent for Janice?
The suspicion tightened Harcourt’s 
lips. The girl looked up at him. 
There was a hint of resentment in 
her voice.
“Oh, you have come back. Jim­
my and I had decided that you didn’t 
j like the party, hadn’t we, Jimmy?” 
j It was evident that she had seen 
I him go out with Millicent. He an­
swered evenly.
“I’m crazy about the party. Did 
you think I would leave before I 
had danced with my bride? The mu­
sicians have finished their gorge and 
arc tuning up. By the way, Chester, 
be ready with a track-laying gang 
to go up the inlet at reveille. You 
have all the specifications. Short 
notice, but you can make it. Want 
to push the work while this weather 
holds.” He held out his hand. “My 
dance—Mrs. Harcourt.”
He was conscious of Jimmy Ches­
ter’s pale, frowning regard as they 
moved away in rhythmic step to the 
ynusic. He watched him until he 
left the room. Janice looked up.
“Sorry I was catty, Bruce.”
He held her the fraction of a de­
gree closer. “Were you catty? Mil­
licent was raw to you, Jan, but 
don’t lay it up against her. This last 
year has set her nerves on edge.”
“I wonder if a year here will do 
that to mine.”
“You won’t have a chance to find 
out.”
“Won’t I? Perhaps you will like 
having me here so much you’ll beg 
me to stay.”
His arm tightened. “Dance well 
together, don’t we?”
There was a hint of strain in her 
laugh. "The fighting line again. 
Tubby wants me here if you don't. 
Yes, we are good. We might make 
a dancing team, if engineering 
fails.”
“That’s a thought. Sorry, but it 
is time the festivities broke up. All 
of us must be sons of toil again 
tomorrow. We, being the guests of 
honor, should make a move. That 
correct? I suspect Tubby of a the­
atrical climax. We will dance round 
to the door, vanish and escape.”
As they stole surreptitiously from 
the Waffle Shop, the heavens still 
held a trace of the glory of the sun­
set. Above the broken crater spread 
a coppery glow.
Janice drew a long uneven breath. 
“It is more gorgeous than I had 
imagined.” As they turned toward 
the H house, she said lightly: “Ever 
since I arrived as Jimmy Delevan, 
I have been consumed by curiosity 
to—to see the inside of your cabin.”
He answered by throwing open the 
door. As they crossed the threshold 
a shower of confetti pelted them. It 
powdered their hair, lay like colored 
snow on their shoulders, one ad­
venturous particle clung to Janice's 
eyelashes. She laughed unsteadily 
as she brushed it away.
“The trail of the resourceful Mr. 
Grant. Doubtless he expected you 
to carry your bride over the thresh­
old. as big strong men do in the 
movies and points south.”
‘ Harcourt laid his hands lightly on 
her shoulders. “We will postpone 
that ceremony. Take off your wrap. 
The room is hot. Pa sea keeps these 
fires roaring.”
She slipped off the heavily em­
broidered mandarin coat. He laid 
it on the couch, crossed to the fire­
place and lighted a cigarette. Arm 
on the mantel, he watched her eyes 
travel from the Indian blankets on 
the log walls to the Russian samo­
var, saw them glow with admira­
tion as they rested on the Chinese 
pewter tea-service, linger on the 
rich pelts on the floor. They met 
his.
“Like it?”
“Love it How did these rare 
things get into this wilderness?”
“Small trading vessels stop for 
any one of a dozen reasons. The 
captain or mate usually has some­
thing choice he will dispose of for a 
consideration.”
“I'm mad about that Chinese pew­
ter. We'll have tea every after­
noon.” -
What a gallant child she was! As i a ' .'a1 w j
■Mrs. Gladys Grant who has been 
employed for several years by the 
Kuhn Insurance Agency has re­
signed her position and gone to 
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Crosby Waltz is visiting her 
daughter Mrs. Andrew Ncwcombe 
in Randolph. Mass.
Miss Una Clark of Augusta was 
week-end guest of Mrs. Nellie Ree­
ver.
■Mrs. David Black of Providence 
is visiting Mrs. George Poor.
The annual meeting and ban­
quet of the Medcmak Mutual Fire 
Insurance Co. was held Saturday 
at Stahl's Tavern. Officers elected 
were: President, Fred Stahl; vice 
president, Edwin L. Miller; sec­
retary-treasurer, Charles Bowers. 
The board of directors was re­
elected.
A meeting for the law enforce­
ment officers from this section of 
the County will be held Thursday 
night in the High School audi­
torium. Sergt. King of the State 
Police force will address the meet­
ing.
Meadowlark Troop of Girl Scouts 
entertained their mothers Sunday 
afternoon in the Methodist vestry, 
A program of songs, readings and 
piano solos was given by the 
Scouts. Refreshments were served 
by the hostesses. Scouts Patricia 
Kuhn and Dorothy Spear
The elementary school teachers 
met Monday at the home of (Mrs. 
Margaret Ford in Thcmaston.
■Miss Thelma Flagg is teaching 
the Lowelltown School in Wiscas­
set.
Mr. and Mirs. Delmont Soule of 
Pittsfield visited Sunday with 
Mr. Soule’s parents, (Mr. and Mrs. 
Leslie Soule.
Thomas Richards of Portland 
visited at his home here over the 
week-end.
Mrs. Leslie Soule and Miss Vir­
ginia Soule were 'Portland visitors 
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Anderson, Jr 
of Portland were guests Sunday of 
Joel Anderson.
Mrs. Leslie Soule visited Satur­
day in Banger.
Clyde Vannah of Portland spent 
the week-end with his mothen Mrs. 
Lillian Vannah.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Havener at­
tended funeral services Thursday 
for their granddaughter Judith Mor­
rison of Clark Island.
A shower was given Thursday to 
Mr. and Mrs. Wellman Hupper at 
the V.FJW. hall. Music was fur-
unselfconscious as though she had 
dropped in for an evening call. God 
help him to keep her so. She 
laughed.
“Perhaps I should have added, 
‘With your permission.’ ”
“Everything I have is yours, 
Jan.” The huskiness of his voice 
sent the color to her face. That 
wouldn't do. He opened a door, 
snapped on a light, said grandilo­
quently, “Behold the kitchenette!”
She stepped to the threshold. 
“Pale green, and a gray-and-white 
linoleum on the floor. My word, but 
you are modern!”
“I told you that I lost my head 
over the H house. After we had 
finished the chimneys, they just nat­
urally required bedrooms to utilize 
their other sides; bedrooms required 
baths; a house this size needed a 
kitchen. I have never regretted it. 
Planning and ordering kept Archie 
Harper busy and happy. He worked 
up to almost the last moment of 
his life, and now I have it for you.” 
He nodded toward a lighted room. 
“Your things are in there. If you 
are not too tired I should like to 
talk a while, Jan.”
“Except for the fact that my feet 
are shredded to ribbons—that wasn’t 
a dance, it was a riot—I am not in 
the least tired. I will change my 
slippers and come back.”
“I’ll get your sandals.” He pulled 
the fan-back chair a bit nearer the 
fire. “Sit here—’’ As she hesitated 
he added, “Please.”
Janice was in the fan-back chair 
when he returned with the san­
dals. The firelight set every facet 
of the brilliants on her frock a-twin- 
kle with rainbow colors. She looked 
up with a laugh.
“I was preparing to wriggle out 
of my slippers the way Miss Martha 
sheds her shoes at every opportu­
nity.”
He dropped to one knee in front of 
her. “Stick out your foot.” He gen­
tly removed the high-heeled blue' 
slipper with its sparkling bow, put 
on the sandal. "That better?” She 
nodded. “The other.” He held the 
slender foot in his hand after it was 
shod. “Jan, you understand, don’t 
you— Who the dickens is pounding 
like that? Is Tubby trying to be fun­
ny?”
“Someone is beating with both 
fists. Go! Quick!”
Harcourt pulled open the door. 
Millicent Hale stumbled into the 
room. “Bruce!” Her terrified eyes 
widened as Janice took a step to­
ward her. She shut them. Sobbed. 
With arms outflung she braced her­
self against the log wall. Brilliants 
swinging from her ears, on her 
green frock, quivered with light She 
shuddered. Gasped for control. Har­
court caught her shoulder.
(To be continued)
J. B "
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AY MILLIONS OT "E
Americans cannot 
AFFORD TO OWN THEIR 
_ — OWN HOMES.
Some live in apartment houses and others 
ARE STILL WITHOUT light or RUNNING WATER. 
■fO^ORROW, SAYS NOTED ARCHITECT Vl/ALTERt)ORWINl€AGlJE  ̂
MODERN HOUSES WILL 86 SOLD FOR LESS THAN*2,000.
*1 HIS WILL BE MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH USE OF 
American automobile assembly line technique. 
pLUMBING UNITS LIKE The ONE SHOWN BELOW, TOR 
EXAMPLE, WILL BE ASSEMBLED AT THE 
FACTORY WITH MORE BRASS 
AND COPPER TO PREVENT RUST.
Such low cost modern housing 
WILL BRING BETTER LIVING 
WITHIN THE REACH OF MANY.
WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT 
Correspondent 
ft ft ft ft 
Tel. 40
•








• B atmrooh built in at the factoby-
Frank A. Winslow, editor of The 
Courier-Gazette, was speaker 
Thursday evening at the January 
meeting of the Congregational 
Brotherhood which was attended by 
54. Mr. Winslow, as usual, gave a 
mest interesting talk, dealing with 
reminiscences of the past in the 
county, which he as newspaperman 
all his life, was particularly able 
to summarize. A committee ap­
pointed to look into the matter of 
purchase of defense bonds for the 
Brotherhood, including the follow­
ing members, Willis Vinal, Rev. L. 
Clark French, Wilbur Connon and 
Herbert K. Thomas.
(Local puipils of Albert Marsh of 
Rockland, who .played the violin at 
a meeting of the Educational Club 
Friday in 'Rcckland were, Willis 
Berry, Alice M. Griffin, 'Lois Nor­
wood, Lillian Durrell, with Mrs. 
Roland Berry, the accompanist. 
Mrs. Ethel Griffin also attended.
Robert Marr, six year-old son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marr. Sr., is 
confined to the house with a 
oroken knee, which he sustained 
v/hile sliding.
Special War time deputies will 
meet tonight at 7 at the junior 
high schocl basement.
Beaudry-Marr
Dorothy F. Marr, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marr Sr., and 
Gaston J. Beaudry, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. R. J. Beaudry of Irasburg. 
Vt., were quietly married at 8 
o'clock Sunday evening at the 
Congregational parsonage by Rev. 
L. Clark French, who used the 
single ring ceremony.
The bride wore a victory blue, 
crepe, street length dress, and the 
;ouple was attended by Mr. and 
Mrs. Frea (Moore of Thomaston, 
aunt and1 uncle of the bride, and 
by Miss Verna Robinson and Les­
lie Weaver.
Mr. and Mrs. Beaudry will make 
their home at 477 Washington 
avenue, Portland, since Mr. Beau­
dry is employed at the Todd-Bath 
Shipyard at South (Portland.
Eastern Star Installation
Officers-elect and appointed in 
Ivy Chapter, O.ES., with the ex­
ception of the associate matron and 
patron. Electa and chaplain, were 
nstalled Friday at a colorful,, semi- 
TUblic ceremony, by Mrs. Came R. 
Smith, past district deputy grand 
matron and past worthy matron, 
assisted by Mrs. Margaret Sawyer, 
past worthy matron as marshal, 
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson as chaplain 
and Mrs. Avis Norwood as organist.
Inducted into office as worthy 
matron, was Mrs. Helen S. Maxey; 
worthy patron, George W. Walker, 
first patron of the chapter, when it 
was organized 48 years ago; secre­
tary, Mrs. Laura Starrett; treasurer, 
Miss Tena MoCallum. both of whom 
are serving in that capacity for the 
14th year; conductress, Mrs. Lina 
Smith; associate conductress, Miss 
Hilda Aspey; marshal. Mrs. Edna
nished by Port Clyde residents and 
a light repast was served. Mr. and 
Mrs. Hupper received a variety of 
gifts.
Alex Raita returned Wednesday 
from South Paris.
Miss Kay Crane has returned to 
Stamford. Conn., after spending a 
recess with Miss Nora Seaver, who 
accompanied her and went on to 
New York for the Winter. Miss 
Seaver underwent a surgical opera­
tion there Wednesday.








MRS. EMMA WINSLOW 
. Correspondent
White; organist, Mrs. Grace Camp­
bell; Adah, Mrs. Ada Spear; Ruth, 
Mrs. Inez Mathews; Esther, Mrs. 
Fanny Juura; Martha. Mrs. Marion 
lives; warder. Mrs. Jessie Walker; 
sentinel, Robert Walker.
Mrs. Edna White, retiring worthy 
matron, presented to her officers 
gifts of emblem pencils. In behalf 
cf the Chapter, Mrs. Maxey, newly 
installed worthy matron presented 
to Mrs. White, a past matron’s 
jewel; and George Walker, newly 
installed patron, presented to Albert 
White, retiring patron, a past pa­
tron’s jewel. Mrs. Maxey also pre­
sented a gift to Mrs. Smith, the in­
stalling officer in behalf of the 
Chapter.
To be installed later will be the 
associate matron, associate patron 
chaplain and Electa. As the worthy 
matron appointed her officers, she 
pointed out that Miss Walker, will, 
on installation begin serving hehr 
36th year as chaplain.
The program included the solo, 
“Beautiful Dreamer” sung by Mrs. 
Came Butler, with Mrs. Norwood, 
her accompanist, and a piano solo 
by Dr. Judson Lord.
Members of the installing staff, 
the past matron, the incoming 
worthy matron, and secretary wore 
corsage bouquets of roses, which 
added color to the pretty cere­
monies.
Refreshments were served follow­
ing the installation.
UNION
Mrs. Paul Jones and daughter 
Sally returned heme Monday from 
Knox Hospital.
A Methodist Youth Fellowship 
rally will be held Feb. 2 at Pratt 
Memorial Church in Rockland.
There was a goodly attendance at 
the cooking schcol Wednesday night 
and much interest shown.
Mt. Horeb Encampment will con­
fer the Royal Purple degree Jan. 28 
at the district meeting in Rockland. 
Supper will be served at 6.30.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge gave a pub­
lic card party Monday at the Odd 
Fellows building for the Red Cress 
War Fund. Fourteen tables were in 
play. Light refreshments were 
served. Prizes In “63” went to Mar­
guerite Payson and Ethel Griffin; 
and in bridge tc Pearl Atheam and 
Carl Mitchell.
William Hawes who has been em­
ployed in Maysville, Ky., for some 
time, now has a position in Newport, 
Vt. He will be joined by Mrs. Hawes 
and children who are now guests of 
Mr. Hawes’ mother, Mrs. Lizzie 
Hawes.
The Sunday School Class in re­
ligious art. Mrs. Leo F. Rcss, teach­
er, met Thursday at the Methodist 
parsonage.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moody have 
closed their stock here and moved 
to their own home across the Com­
mon. It is the first time that store 
has been empty since the Robbins 
block was built.
The W.C.T.U. will meet at the 
home of Mary Ware Thursday at 
2.30.
Special feature at the Nazarene 
Church Sunday was a solo “The 
Old Riugged Cross” sung at the 
morning worship by Jesse Preston. 
Birthday candles were lighted for 
Truman Hilt at the close of the 
Sunday School session. A Bible 
quiz was given at the N.Y.PB. 
meeting. Special music at the 
evening service consisted of a duet 
“Near the Cross” by Mr. and Mrs. 
Cunningham; and solo “In The 
Garden” by Mr. Preston. Mission­
ary meeting will be held at the 
home of Miss Mary E. Ware at 7:30 
tonight. The study will be on the 
Nazarene Missionaries in Africa. 
Prayer and praise service will- be 
at the church Thursday at 7:30. 
The Bible study will be at the home 
of the pastor, Rev. L. G. Gordon, 
Friday, the study to be in St. Mark* 
Gospel.





Children’s Cotton Dresses, were 1.29 .79 F'
Children’s Cotton Dresses, were 1.98 1.39
I
Children’s Wool Skirts, were 1.59 1.00
Children’s Wool Skirts, were 1.98 1.59 z
Children’s Wool Skirts, were 2.98 1.98
Children’s Wool Jackets, were 3,98 2.98
I
Misses’ Skating Suits, were 5.98 3.98 I
Misses’ Wool Jackets, were 3.98 2.98
Misses’ Gabardine Jackets, were 1.98 1.59
Notice Regarding Deliveries:
In view of the tire situation we ask you to co-operate by taking 
parcels with you whenever possible!
IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In­
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional 
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five 
small words to a line. /
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise­
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courier- 
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
TO LET “1,WANTED
TWO unfurnished apartments to I CHAMBERMAID wanted. Ca'l aft- 
let 4 rooms and bath, desirable loca- ernoons at BRUNSWICK ROOMING 
tion. L. A. THURSTON, Tel. 1159. 9-tf HOUSE. Main St.. Rockland.______ 9-tf
5-ROOM Unfurnished modem apart­
ment to let at 6 Talbot Ave. R. M 
ONFIL. Tel. 1C97-R_______________ 9*11
HOUSE to let at 17 Suffolk St. In­
quire at 24 OTIS ST_____________ 9-11
ATTRACTIVE small upstairs apart­
ment to let, heating Installed. J. A. 
JAMESON CO. 8-10
WOOD choppers wanted. 
ARMATA, Tel. 1051-R, City.
MIKE
6-tf
FURNITURE wanted to upholster. 
-'«li»rl and (lel|v»’*d. T. J FLEM 
ING, 19 Mlrch St., Tel. 212-W. 1-tf
- I FOR SALE
PART of store to let, after March 1. 
CRIE GIFT SHOP, Tel. 563 W. 7*9
HOUSE, modem Improvements and 
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH. 
Tel. 396-M. Ocean Ave., Ingraham 
Hill._______________________________7*9-t-f
EXCELLENT heated 6-room apart­
ment to let at 36 Pleasant St. MIKE 
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R._____________ 6-tf
3-ROOM furnished apt. to let. In­
quire at 12 WARREN or 11 JAMBS ST 
Adults preferred.__________________3-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St.. Tel. 
579-W, FLORA COLLINS. 1-tf
EGGS AND CHICKS
S.C.R.I. Reds chicks and barred 
Rocks and roosters, for saje. U. S. 
Puliorum clean. Write or phone M. M 
KINNEY. Thomaston. Me., St. George 
Rd., Box 49, Tel. Tenants Harbor 56- 
14.__________________________________ 7*18
WANT—Good results with poultry? 
Get Clements “Maine-Bred” Reds, 
Rocks. Better quality at economical 
prices due to our 4-Psrms Co-opera­
tion. Pullet chicks in all breeds. Write 
for free catalog now. CLEMENTS 
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winter- 
port. Me.
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. andl (Mrs. Alwood Mitchell 
and children of Burkettville were 
week-end guests at the home of 
Thomas Williams.
(Malcohn Abbott and Doris Hus- 
tus of Knox were recent callers on 
'Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Moody
Mr. and! Mrs. William Mitchell 
and Nelson Mocdy were Rockland 
visitors Saturday.
Harry Edgecomb of Burkettville 
was a business caller on The Ridge 
recently.
In dried form, prepared lor ex­
port, 300 eggs amount to only about 
10 pounds.
FIVE good breed hound pups for 
sal° 7 weeks old Reasonable. JOSFPH 
GERRISH, Pleasant St.. Rockport. 8*10
cars for sale—1939 and 1941 Chev­
rolet coach, 1935 Ford Tudor, 1934 
Ford Coupe. 1937 Chevrolet coupe. 
1938 Dodge coupe. FREDERICK U 
WALTZ Tel 838-W._________________7-9
1 COC'EE^t Spaniel pups for sale. 6
, weeks Jan. io, solid black, females. 
Eligible tor registration. $15 each. SAM 
TARR. Warren, Tel. 1-2.___________7*9
WORK horse for sale. ELMER P. 
DOW. 370 Pleasant St.. City, Tel. 
978-M. 7*9
PORTABLE electric welder for sale, 
equipped With 20 ft. leads and ground 
cable. Inquire 34 UNION 8T.. City. 
_______ .______________________________ 7*9
AC/CORQ4AN for sale, new Italian 
made. IB bass piano accordlan and 
case, guaranteed, 842.50. Tel. 1328-M. 
29 Beech St.. CHARLES A. LUNDELL 
x*;___________________ 3-tf
FARM tor sale. 250 acres, good
build Inge and cellar, on good road, 
plenty water; easy terms, price $1,000. 
V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St.. Tel. 
1154 or 77 Park St. Foss House, Tel. 
330._________________________________ 1-tf
FOUR thorns, complete house fur­
nishings for sale, practically new. Will 
sell as ls or separately. Reasonable for 
cash. At 854 Broadway, City. CALL be­
tween 9 a. m.-8 p m
LIVE bait for sale. H. H." CRIE. 328
Main St.. City.___________________ 153-tf
. HARD coal for sale, stove and nut 
$15 50: Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J. B. 
PAULSEN tl SON. Tel 62. Thomaston 
___________________________________ 1-tf
D. & H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
I $15.50 per ton, del. Nut site and run 
of mine New River soft, not screened 
$10.25 ton del M. R A C. O PERRY 
519 Main St.. Tel. 487. 1-tf
MISCELLANEOUS
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting. 
Samples and knitting directions free 
H. A. BARTLKuT. Harmony, Me. 1 11
LIGHT trucking. waste removal; 
sewing machine repairing. TEL. 314-W 
8*13
Read The Courier-Gazette
Let Your Answer to Bombs Be—BONDS!
We are fighting enemies who will stop at nothing. With our 
hollies, our very lives at stake, shall we stop short of giving our 
dimes and dollars for Defense? Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps 
every day, every week. Buy as if your very life depended upon 
it. ft doett „*. ff.
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■operate by taking 
Sble!
ILUMN
Mrs. Oscar Olson, sons William 
BI1d Ivan have returned from sev- 
ral months stay in Whitinsville.
Mrs. Keith Carver entertained 
8t bridge Thursday night, Mrs. 
Betty Bragdon, Miss Louise Libby, 
Mrs. Prances Gilchrist. Miss Doris 
Russell. Mrs. Dorothy Olayter, 
Vtiss Helen Orcutt and Miss Phyl­
lis Black. Lunch was served and 
honors at cards went to Miss 
Black and Miss Russell.
G. A Bragdcn returned Thurs- 
av from a business trip to Swan’s 
Island and Frenchboro.
The Winners 4-H Club met 
Thursday at the heme of the as- 
.k'.tant leader. Miss Miriam Green- 
eaf. After working on the sew- 
Jnr projects, games were played 
md lunch served. Those present 
cere leader, Miss Mary Maker, 
Joyce Robinson, Edith Andrews. 
phylL.s Whittington, Dorothy Kcl- 
nick. Dorothy Smith, Gertrude 
Sawyer, Priscilla Phillips, Maryi- 
vn Martin. .Annette Davis, Pris- 
yila White. Dorothy Johnson. Lu- 
penile Ledoux, Madeline Philbrook 
jnd Priscilla Whittington.
j. E. Leeman of Rockland was 
jvernight guest Friday at the 
heme of Capt. and Mrs. A. M. 
Miller.
Mis-; Nellie Hall returned Satur- 
iav from Port Clyde after several 
jrys' visit with Miss Mary Arnold.
Fred Chilles, Fernald Young and 
A'alter Lyford were home from 
Whitinsville, Mass, for the week­
end.
The High School held a social 
Mid dance at the Town hall ©atur- 
iay. Moving pictures taken dur- 
n; a vacation trip were shown by 
A F. Creed, followed’ by dancing. 
The Debating Club will hold a 
iirblic supper at Union Church 
-esty Thursday at 5,30.
John Thompson
John Thompson, who suffered 
evere burns while using kerosene 
o light a fire, several weeks ago, 
died from the effects of the burns, 
Ian. 17, at the Town Farm where 
tie had been cared for since the
Vinalhaven Lions
Zone Chairman Kelley Visits 
the Seagirt Club—New 
Lighting System
The Vinalhaven Lions Club held 
its regular meeting at Union Church 
vestry Thursday night with a bet­
ter attendance than usual, due no 
doubt tc the visit of Zone Chairman 
William P. Kelly of Camden. This 
popular Lion official combines busi­
ness with pleasure, (or is it business 
with more business) when he visits a 
town where there is a Lions Club, 
for Bill is a salesman whe is always 
selling Lionism wherever he goes.
This meeting served as a sort of 
milestone for the Vinalhaven Club 
as it marked the installation of the 
new lighting system planned and 
installed. by Tail Twister Keith 
Carver, after a series of avoidable 
delays. From the remarks of the 
club members it certainly was a j 
wonderful installation, and caused1 
no end of comment, that is, there 
was no end to it, till the T.T. finally 
decided that two could play at the 
game of having fun, and commenced 
to slap a 10-cent fine.cn everybody 
who had anything to say about the, 
new light. Before the evening was' 
over the light had pretty nearly paid 
for itself in fines and the T.T. was j 
smiling like the cat who had Just, 
visited the canary.
Correspondence from Lions In­
ternational concerning the many 
wartime activities connected with' 
the organization was read and dis­
cussed, routine business dispatched, 
and then Zone Chairman Kelly 
gave a brief talk on some of the 
high lights of his life as a ‘Knight




j Mir. Thompson was born 83 years 
ago at Black Harbor, N. B., but 
• had made his home here for about 
I 32 years.
He is survived by a sister, Mrs.
Mary Elbee of Mit. Desert and a 
brother Capt. Herbert Thompson 
of Cape Porpoise.
Funeral service will be held this 
afternoon at the W. Y. Fossett fu­
neral home, Rev. C. S. Mitchell 
officiating. Interment will be in 
the Cummings cemetery-
TEMPLE OF BASKETBALL
? ? ■ •
&,'.»/ M-UfJfMUU
This is the architect’s conception of the Naismith Memorial Museum and Basketball Hall of Fame 
which will be erected at Springfield, Mass.—the site of the first game—in honor of Dr. James Naismith, 
who invented the game when he was a young instructor at Springfield College in 1891. In its archives will 
be preserved in perpetuity the names, records, and accomplishments of all the great players and teams 
of past,, present, and future generations. The Naismith Memorial will be open to the public at all times. 
It will serve to give the great pastime of basketball substance and permanence. It will do honor to a man 
who has brought pleasure to millions all over the world. It will also be the finest edifice ever erected in 
honor of a sportsman.
some 25 years.
A report on the work of the Club 
in the purchase cf United States 
Defense Bonds and Stamps was 
made by Lions Lecn Sanbcrn and 
O. V. Drew, and showed a very sat­
isfactory total. Alton Hopkins of 
Vinalhaven was the only guest.
The next meeting is scheduled for 
Jan. 29.
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NORTH HAVEN
Miss Marjorie Staples of Vinal­
haven is guest at the home of her 
brother Alfred Staples.
Mrs. Arthur Beverage went Sat­
urday to Dcver-Foxcrcft to visit 
Mr. and Mrs. Bion Anderson.
Mrs. Charles Bray is visiting at 
the heme ctf her daughetr, Mrs. 
Freekick Gabrielson at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Fred Young has been re­
cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lester 
Greenlaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Crockett 
were home from Augusta over the 
week-end
Mrs. Vincent Daucett of Rock­
land was week-end visitor at the 
heme of Capt. and Mr. Elmer Joy.
Mrs. Edward Beverage and Mrs. 
Ernest Bcwn entertained at cards 
Saturday at the heme of Mrs. 
Brown. First prize was wen by 
Edward Beverage and consolation 
by Mrs. Clyde Joy. Ice cream and 
cake were served. Those present
MARTINSVILLE
Wood-Watts
Miss Marguerite Maude Watts 
daughter of Mr. afid Mrs. Wal- 
! lace Watts and Ralph Wendall 
, Wood. Jr. of Augusta were mar- 
' ried Friday night at the home of 
♦he bride’s parents. Rev. R. Byrd 
Springer performed the ceremony. 
Mrs. James Paterson cousin cf the 
bride was matron of honor and 
John Wood brother df the groom 
was best man.
The bride wore a gown of light 
green crepe wtih brown accessories. 
Her bouquet was of talisman roses. 
The matron of honor was gowned 
in blue crepe with brown and her 
flowers were yellow rcse buds. A 
reception followed the ceremony. 
Mrs. Harold Hupper had charge 
of the guest bock. Assisting in 
serving were Misses Maxine Lo­
well, La-vinia Davis, Vivian 
Thompson and Bertha Jones.
The bride graduated from St. 
George High School and attended 
Gates Business School in Augusta.
Mr. Wood graduated from Cony 
High and until recently has been 
1 employed as bcttler at the Augusta 
Coco-Cola plant. He leaves Tues­
day to enter the United States Air 
Corps -Service.
Guests from out of town were 
j Ralph W. Wood, father of the 
i groom, daughters Misses Janet, 
Patty, son John and Mrs. Ada 
' Longfellow of Augusta, Miss Ber­
tha Jones. Maynard Thompson of 
Rockland and Charles Fare ctf 
Warren.
1 Following a successful get-away, 
the bride and grcom spent the 
week-end touring Maine.
Cuba shipped over 12.999.000 









Incident of 45 Yeah Ago In­
terests the Subject Down 
In Florida
The item in The Courier-Gazette 
concerning the sit-down strike of 
my brother, was of interest to me 
because it happened so long ago 
and recalled an incident that I 
had forgotten. Preston Howard 
Is in this city for the Winter and 
it was quite a surprise to him also. 
I was on Main street at the time, 
so can give some additional in­
formation.
As I passed the Fuller Cobb store 
I saw Preston standing Hear the 
entrance and suggested it would 
be wise to move on, but he said his 
wife was inside making some pur­
chases and he had promised to 
wait for her. Before reaching my 
office, then located in what is now 
the Senter Crane building. Rob 
Packard overtook me and said, 
‘Big Bill (Landers has just run 
Tim in." We hurried to the Po­
lice Station, but Preston was not 
there, and no one seemed to know- 
why he had been arrested, though 
quite a crowd had collected. We 
went back to where I had seen him 
on my way down town, and he was 
standing in the same spot. When 
asked how he got out of -the 
"hoosgow,” he said the City Mar­
shal ordered his release, and he 
requested us not to say anything 
about it to his wife when she 
joined him.
It is a mystery to me how -the 
Memory Man was able to dig up a 
story that had never -been printed 
44 years after it happened.
I am very grateful for Iris favor­
able mention of the Rockland 
Commercial College; also of my 
penmanship and think -that the 
Editor of the Black Cat column 
will back me up when I say that 
the passing years have not robbed 
me of any of the skill that I pos­
sessed when W. C. Lufkin and the 
others mentioned- in his article at­
tended our school.
H. A. Howard
334 Lang Court, St. Petersburg, 
Fla., Jan. 15.












Tips on Making Cookies
SEND HIM A CARTON OF
CAMELS
Your dealer has a special wrapping and mailing 
service to save you time and trouble...
THE FAVORITE WITH 
THEM ALL*
♦Actual sales records in 
Post Exchanges,Sales Com­
missaries, Ship’s Stores, 
Ship’s Service Stores, and 
Canteens show the favorite 
cigarette with men in the 
service is Camel.
KJ. Beynold* Tobacco Co., WlmtoB-flalen.N.C.
$ 5
The smoke of slower-burning Camels contains
28W®ess Nicotine
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling 
cigarettes tested...less than any of them... according
to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself. 
THE SMOKE’S THE THING!
BY BURNING 25% 
SLOWER than the 
average of the 4 other 
largest-selling brands 
tested—slower than 
any of them—Camels 
also give you a smok­





THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Teams And Teamsters
As Recalled By “Younger
Than Iree”—Familiar To 
Rockland History
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I am one who reads Iree’s writ­
ings very faithfully. Although 
younger than- he, I can remember 
when Phil Lane drove coal team 
for A. J. Bird & Co., but the so-ap 
wagon was before my day.
After leading what he had to 
say about teamsters I look back 
to the days when Ice was hauled 
by teams from Chickaw-aukie Pond 
to the city, by the way of Maver­
ick street and when it was good 
sledding such loads as they did 
haul.
I am wondering how many of 
the team. and teamsters Iree and 
others can remember? There were 
Sam Dee's-, Charlie Chapman’s. Al 
Marsh's, Heib Bowden's, Charles 
Sheier’s, Ben Bisbee’s, John Brew­
ster’s, Gib Ulmer's, John Sherer's, 
John Andersen, John Gardner’s, 
Warren- Gardner’s, Frank Far- 
rand's, Ai Carroll's, (Les -Ross, John­
son Mayhew's, Fred Blackington’s, , 
and frem The Head of the Bay 
were Wili Pest and Frank Post’s.
Some of the teamsters were Bill 
Erskine, "Brod'' Hall, George Petty, 
Aaron Maxey, Charlie Themes, 
Dana Sherer, Maurice -Athern, 
Harold Butler, Ira Larrabee, Percy 
Reynolds, Will Metcalf, Allie Met­
calf, “Jeff” Butler, Karl Rost*, Ar­
thur Pest, Jod Philbrook, Harold 
Tolman, Cliff Witham and George 
Grover.
Well, Iree read -these over and 
probably you can add many more, 
farther back than these.
I am not acquainted' with Iree, 
but knew his brother Al when he 
was conductor on the street cars. 
One did not need- any better enter­
tainment than to pay a nickle for 
a ride on his car. He could dance 
and sing and give a real show.
Younger Than Iree
EAST APPLETON
Harvey Gurney of the Army was 
heme on a recent furlough.
Mrs. William Blanchard has been 
in Knox Hospital for observation.
Mrs. Annie Pease, daughter Ma­
rion and grandson, Nathan were 
callers Sunday at Floyd Gushee's.
Harry Edgecomb and Carleton 
Gushee received holiday greeting 
cards from Oovemor Sewall.
Miss Dorothy Salo is ill with Ger­
man measles.
Mr. and Mrs. -Floyd Gushee and 
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Gushee were 
Rockland visitors last Tuesday.
many. homemakers start to make 
cookies with a good recipe, t>ut 
have failure for one or two reasons: 
they do not follow directions as care­
fully as (hey should in measuring and 
mixing ingredients, and their ran e 
may be very unreliable, either need­
ing adjusting, or replacement entirely.
Best results will be obtained in bak­
ing cookies on sheets of tin or 
aluminum; lacking sheets, use shallow 
pans rather than deep. Two sheets 
of 12 cookies each as illustrated are 
enough to bake at one time, arranged 
so that one sheet is not directly over 
the other, to permit free circulation 
of heated air for uniform baking.
Rich cookies are a true index of 
whether or not an oven preheats to 
and maintains accurate temperature, 
and if the burner distributes the heat 
evenly to all parts. Baking cookies 
is one of the practical tests on new 
model gas ranges at the testing and 
research laboratories of the gas indus­
try—which explains why this type of 
range bakes so well. Proper treat­
ment of cookies after they are baked 
is important too. Store rich, crisp 
cookies when cool in cardboard boxes 
lined with waxed paper and place 
paj>er between layers; other cookies 
will keep better in covered tins or 
crockery jars, to prevent drying.
STICKNEY CORNER
The receipts of $50 from the Red 
Cross benefit sale, as reported In 
Saturday’s Issue, have been in­
creased to $53. Those in charge oi i 
the tables were: Mrs. Gertrude 
Jones, cocked food; Mrs. Luet.ta 
Weaver and Florence Cramer, mis­
cellaneous articles; Mrs. Dorotny j 
Cramer, candy, popcorn and tonic; 1 
Mrs. Myrtle Kirkpatrick, grabs; Miss 
Mnnie Cramer, guess cake; Mrs. 
Rosetta Sidelinger, jar of beans; 
Mrs. Jane Humes, vegetables; Mrs. 
Florence Christianson, ice cream; 
Miss Lurlie Davis in charge of 
drawing off quilt made by members 
and cake made by Mrs. Florence 
Cramer. Mrs. Alma Babb was 
awarded the quilt; E. C. Jones, 
cake; Mrs. Hannah Staples, baby's 
bonnet; Sidney Kirkpatrick, guess 
cake. Committe members were Mrs. 
Addie Storer, Miss Lurlie Davis, 
Mrs. Jane Humes and Mrs. Luetta 
Weaver.







Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston­
ington, Isle au Haut, Swans’ 
Island and Frenchboro 
Effective Sept. 16, 1941 
Eastern Standard Time
FALL ANO WINTER SERVICE 






5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington, Ar. 4.40
7.30 I-v. North Haven, Ar. 3J0
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven, Ar. 2.45




_____ With More Comfort
FASTEETTH, a pleasant alkaline
(non-acid) powder, holds false teeth I 
more firmly. To eat and talk in more 
comfort. Just sprinkle a little FAS- 
TEETH on your plates. No gummy, 
gooey, pasty taste or feeling. Checks ] 
• plate odor." (denture breath). Get | 
FASTEBra^at any drug store.
Zt mete. i
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer* 
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make 
gooi/ first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger, 
classified instantly by the appearance of your 
name in the corner. Which is more impressive— 
three lines of black type on a government stamped 
envelope, or a “private” envelope with an attract­
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and 
submit some ’’corner card” ideas. We may be 
able to save you some money, too.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Every-Other-Day I Every-Other-Day
Page Si* Rockland CourierTGazette, Tuesday, January 20, 1942
THOMASTON
ftftftft 




<2? PARK THEATRE 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
A telephone has been Installed in 
the Orient Alleys, number 52-11.
Air-raid wardens will meet Thurs­
day at 7:30. the men at Watts hall, 
and the women at the High School 
auditorium
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prescott 
Boston are visiting his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Herbert Prescott.
A rehearsal of officers of May­
flower Temple. P. S w 11 be held 
Friday at 7 o’clock at K P hail.
Mrs Helen Hahn has completed 
her duties at the Brackett Drug 
Store and is at home
Mrs. A. J. Lineken entertained 
Mrs. Blanche Vose, Mrs. N. P. An­
drews ar.d Mrs Blanche Everett at 
•‘500” Friday afternoon. Prizes 
were awarded Mrs. Vosc and Mrs 
Everett and refreshments were 
served.
Mayflower Temple, P. 3, has 
contributed $5 to the Red Cross 
War Fund.
Williams-Brazier Unit met Fri­
day at Mrs. Helen Lynch’s Mrs. 
Jessie Bell was appointed legisla­
tive chairman and tentative plans 
were made for a rummage sale in 
the near future, with Mrs. Emma 
Kalloch and Mrs. Edna Smith in 
charge.
Edward O’B. Burgess returned 
home Saturday from the Pratt 
Diagnostic Hospital, Boston. He 
accompanied his daughter, Mrs. 
Norman Wolf, who had gone to 
Boston Friday to return with him.
Miss Evelyn Hahn has resumed 
her duties at Chisholm’s in Rock­
land after two weeks at home due 
to illness.
Forty members and guests of the 
Epworth League enjoyed a social 
Wednesday at the Federated vestry. 
Games were under the direction ol 
Gordon Reed and refreshments 
were served by Miss Eleanor Greg­
ory, Miss Jean Crie and Elmer 
Biggers.
Mss Edna Robinson of Portland 
spent the week-end with her 
mother, Mrs. Rose Robinson, at the 
home of R. E. Dunn.
Ail persons desiring to take the 
home nursing course should register 
with Mrs. R. O. Elliot Tuesday 
night at 7 o'clock, at the room over 
the Thomaston National Bank, 
where a third class is being formed.
At the Baptist Church service 
Sunday night music was provided by 
the Misses Grace Paulsen, Hope 
Paulsen, June Robinson, Lois Hast­
ings, Joyce Butler, Barbara Sullivan, 
und Virg.nia Roes, members of the 
senior and junior choirs and the 
dhoristers, and Donald Paulsen was 
boy soloist.
Mrs. J. A. McEvoy is opening her 
home Wednesday night for a public 
game party, the proceeds to benefit 
the Nursing Association. There will 
be facilities for any game desired. 
Reservations or information may be 
had by calling Mrs. McEvoy, Mrs. 
Florence Gardiner, Mrs. W B. D. 
Gray or Miss Rebecca Robertson. 
Refreshments will be served.
Detective Michael Shayne may 
be having his hands full battling 
saboteurs, spies and smugglers for 
Uncle Sam, but his battle has just 
started when he runs up against 
“that blonde.” It's Lloyd Nolan 
and Mary Beth Hughes having a 
little dissertation in 20th Century- 
Fox’ new laugh and thrilil film, 
“Blue, White and Perfect,” Fea-
tured with them in the fourth of 
the Shayne series are Helene Rey­
nolds, George Reeves, and Curt
Bots.
Also on the same program “Jail­
house Blues” with Ann Gwynne, 
Nat Pendleton. Every Friday eve­
ning, “Ccuntry Store.” This Sat­
urday matinee only candy given 
away to first 150 children.
One Foot In Heaven
At “Camden” Wed., Thurs.
life and they are integral parts of 
the motion picture.
This is truly a fine picture and 
will meet the requirements of 
every moving picture fan.
CAMDEN
ZX ZX ZX Z\ 







Wears items from an of tbe Pa­
trons ef Husbandry are welcomed 
here.
David Carroll, master cf Knox 
Pomcna Grange, and Seven Tree 
Grange of Union, installed officers 
Friday at White Oak Grange North 
Warren. Assisting were J. Raymond 
Danforth, Union, Grange deputy, 
chaplain; Miss Georgia Norwood 
and Miss Ariel Danforth, emblem 
and regalia 'bearers; Arnold Dan­
forth and Burgess Cramer as 
marshals; and Mrs. Aubyne Hawes, 
as pianist. Mrs. Bessie Carroll and 
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes sang a duet 
during the ceremonies.
The newly installed officers are': 
Master. Ernest Campbell; over-
’One Foot fn Heaven”, the Fred- 
ric March-Martha Scott co-starring 
film which plays at the “Camden” 
Wednesday and Thursday, has 
something brand new to offer in 
the way of screen entertainment. ’ 
Based on the best selling novel by 
Hartzell Spence, it tells the story of I 
a "practical parson” and his family i 
in the first part of the century, j 
Spence's own family are the char­
acters in the real-life story, and | 
they have been brought to life de- j 
lightfully by the able cast of players.
There is humor, warmth, and the 
spirit of abiding laith in tlie story 
of the man who served God nobly, 
with one foot in heaven and the 
other very solidly on tlie ground. 
His was no Sunday job, but an all 
week, job of solving the problems, 
easing the sorrows, sharing the joys 
of his congregation. In his tasks 
he was ably assisted by his wife 
who stood by him in all times of 
stress and subtly engineered him 
into the right decision in many of 
his problems. To their three very 
human youngsters fell the task of 
serving as mcdles for the children 
of the congregation, and the job 
wasn’t always an easy one. Romance 
and drama and rich humor were 
integral parts of the Spence family.
seer. Bowdoin Miller; lecturer. Miss 
Virgin.a Moody; steward. Baxter 
! Tollman: assistant steward, Wal- 
1 ter Feyler; chaplain, Mrs. Emma 
Kalloch; treasurer, Austin Kal- 
lceh; secretary, Mrs. Alma Jame­
son; gate-keeper. William L. Gra­
eme; Ceres Mrs. Sadie Moody; Po­
mona. Mrs. Verna Wiley; Flora, 
Mrs. Margaret Telman; lady assis­
tant steward. Maricn Campbeill; 
executive committee for three 
years, Willis Moody *
• • • •
A dance was held Friday under 
the auspices of North Haven 
Grange. On the work committee 
for this menth are Elinor Brcwn. 
Lillian Gregory and V. L. Bever­
age. On the Home Defense com­
mittee of the Grange are Lloyd 




Defense Savings Stamps went 
on .sale in the grade schools Fri­
day for the first time and will 
continue to be on sale every Fri­
day. The return of last week's 
stamps for both buildings, was 
$45.05.
Those from here attending Night 
School at Ballard Business School 
in Rockland, twice a week are 
Miss Beda Emery, Miss Freda Bur­
kett and Miss Mary McDermott.
O. R. Brown, Jr. has enlisted in 
the Eagle Division of the R.A.F. 
and after spending two weeks at 
home will leave for a short pri­
mary training in San Francisco 
whence lie will be sent directly to 
London. He Ls the son of Mr. and 
Mis. Ora Brown, a graduate of 
Camden High School, and has 
done extensive flying locally.
Mists Maxine Brown, R. N., and 
her guest. Miss Mary Winslow, iR. 
N , both of Newton, Mass. Hos­
pital. were week-end guests of Miss 
Brown’s parents.
Miss Jessie Hosmer has been 
called to Hartford by the serious 
illness of her cousin, Mabel Bar­
stow.
Leonard Wilcox is employed at 
the Lodge House, Snow Bowl.
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Davis and 
children of Portland were week­
end guests of Mrs. Jocelyn Chris­
tie.
Good Cheer Class will meet to­
night at the home of Mrs. Kath­
erine Burnham, Harbor Hill.
Civilian Defense Bulletin: The 
Nutrition Class Wednesday at 7 
o'clock will be held at the Episco­
pal Parish House with Miss Doro­
thy Baker as instructor. There will 
be an afterncon class Monday in 
home nursing with Mrs. Mildred 
Philbrock instructing. There is an 
opening for 10 more volunteers. 
Those wishing to take the course 
are asked to contact Mrs. Ph'il- 
brock or Miss Alice Hansen.
Community Hospital: Ralph 
Brown of Hope is a surgical pa­
tient; Mrs. Blanche Yeung of Lin­
colnville, who has been a patient 
at the Knox Hospital,' has entered 
Community Hospital. Mrs. Grace 
Hunt and sen have returned home.
Friends-In-Council will meet 
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. 
David Connolly, Eaten avenue.
Mrs. Joseph A. Brewster is ill at 
the home of "her son-in-lcw. Dr. C. 
Harold Jameson, upper Chestnut 
street, and Mr. Brewster is ill at 
the home of his sen, Joseph L. 
Browster, Chestnut street.
The Congregational Ladies Circle 
meets Wednesday afternoon at the 
Parish House where they will do 
Red Cross Work.
A large group was present at 
the Rifle Range, CC.C. Camp Sun­
day afternoon, both men and wo­
men.
Audubon tried bird-banding in 
1S03. marking young phoebes with 
a silver thread around the leg.
MACHINE OPERATORS COURSE
To Be Established At Once In the Camden High 
School Building
There is to be established at once 
in Camden, a machine operators' 
training course sponsored by the 
State Department cf Education and 
financed by the federal government 
The course, which is to be of 10 j 
weeks’ duration, is under the direc- j 
tion of Supt. C. E. Lord and will oc- , 
cupy shop space in the High School 
building.
The school, which is to start, will 
have several lathes and a spindle | 
drill will be able to accommodate 
12 students who will be instructed,
by Jack Achorn cf Camden. Stu­
dents who successfully complete the 
required training will be eligible for 
positions in machine shops of the 
defense industries.
All applications for admittance to 
the school must be made thrc ugh 
the Rockland office cf the United 
States Employment Service and 
should be made at once. Persons 
18 years of age cr over are eligible, 
also, boys who will have reached 
their 18th birthday before the date 
set for the completion of the course
THE RED CROSS 
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE
A department devoted to news items concerning these 
patriotic organizations
A meeting of the County sub­
chairmen was held Thursday aft­
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Hora­
tio C. Cowan, Talbot avenue, 
county chairman. Each sub­
chairman reported on the activity 
which is being carried! cn in her 
territory and reports of the va­
rious courses were given. An in­
formal discussion was held at 
which time problems confronting 
each worker were talked over. It 
was announced that Mrs. Leuise 
Orbeton had been appointed 
chairman of the Home Nursing 
courses in place of Mrs. Virginia 
Sweeney and ail reports of tlie 
classes are to be turned in to her 
directly. The Nurses’ Volunteer 
Class which is being taught by 
Miss Ellen Daly was reported as 
making splendid progress.
Those present at the meeting 
were Mrs. Cowan and: her secre­
taries, Mrs. Burton Bartlett, Mrs. 
Simon Hamalainen and Mrs. Wil­
liam Cross. Mrs. Fred Anderson, 
chairman of the placement bureau, 
Mrs. Helen Wentworth, nutrition 
chairman, Mrs. Adah Roberts, air 
raid chairman, Mrs. Louise Orbe­
ton, home nursing chairman, Mrs. 
Ida Stenger, canteen chairman, 
MLss Dorothy Lawry, Motor Corps 
chairman. Mrs. Virginia Sweeney 
Home Nursing instructor, Mrs. 
Paul Seavey, chairman for the
City of Rockland and Miss Alice 
Hanson, chairman for the Town 
of Camden.
J Nutrition classes will start Tues­
day evening at the Tower room 
of the Community Building with 
Miss Virginia Shepardson as in­
structor. These classes will be 
j held for a period of 10 weeks on 
Tuesday evenings from 7 to 9 thus 
giving, the required number of 20 
hours for the course. Mrs. Joseph 
Emery Sr., Mrs. Rcy A. Welker 
and Mrs. Wilson B. Keene, Sr. are 
! the committee sponsoring this 
Civilian Defense program.
Mrs. Llewella Mills and1 Mrs.
Cietta Whitmore have asked for 
thin bankets with which to line 
quilts. Anyone having! blankets 
which are no longer of use to them 
and would be suitable for this 
puipcse are asked to call either 
Mrs. Mills or Mrs. Whitmore 
mornings or take the blanket to 
the Red Cross sewing room.
Starting the last of this week a 
house-to-hcuse registration for 
Civilian Defense will be car­
ried on by members of the 
Rockland Junior Women’s Club. 
These young Ladies will help house­
holders to register if they have 
not already done so . and it is 
hoped that many persons, par­
ticularly inen, will register -at this 
time.
TAI K OF THE TOWN TALK OF THE TOWN
IRockland Lodge, F.A.M., will hold 
its annual installation at Masonic 
Temple at 8 o’clock tonight with 
Worshipful Laurence C. Perry, past 
master of Aurora Lodge, as install­
ing officer. He will be assisted by 
Martin S. Graves as grand marshal, 
and Harry L. Richards as grand 
chaplain. Refreshments will ae 
served, and there will be dancing.
Having successfully completed his 
basic drill training at Sheppard 
Field, Texas, site of the world’s 
largest Air Corps Technical School, 
Charles E. Dorgan of Rockland, has 
been transferred to Scott Field, Ill., 
where he will be enrolled in radio 
mechanics’ and operators’ school. 
He is the son of D. J. Dorgan, 63 Pa­
cific street. Before Pvt. Dorgan 
qualifies as one of the eight spe­
cialists necessary to keep one plane 
in the sky, he will have undergone 
intensive training designed to give 
him a complete working knowledge 
of the part he has chosen to play in 
the vast* "Keep-’Em-Flying” pro­
gram. Upon graduation, he will be 
rated radio technician.
Charles Treat, for the past sev­
eral years flying out of Rockland, 
first as a pilot for Airways Inc. cn 
the island seaplane run, andi more 
recently as a student instructor 
off the Curtis-Wright Airport, has 
moved: his seat of operations to the 
new Belfast Airport. A recent 
Civil Aeronautics Authority ruling 
forces owners of planes to main­
tain a constant armed guard over 
the ships, if they are in condition 
to fly, and the Belfast Airport is 
the only field in this section which 
is maintaining that guard. Mr. 
Treat is continuing his flight in­
struction from Belfast, but will 
keep his home in RCekland.
The bcok store once operated by 
former Mayor James F. Carver and 
more recently by his wid:w, Mrs. 
Emma K. Carver at 304 Main street, 
closed its doors Saturday night due 
to a prolonged illness of Mrs. Carver. 
No plans have been made for the 
disposal cf the business.
A1 Plourd and the staff at AJ’s ! 
Hairdressing Salon will be attend­
ing the Hairdressers’ Convention 
Jan. 26, 27 and 28 at the Hotel 
Statler, Boston.
Today at the Park Theatre and 
until Friday wiil be the current 
double feature program of the 
week “Blue White and Perfect” 
with Lloyd Nolan and Mary Beth 
Hughes. Also on the same pro­
gram is the feature showing "Jail- 
hcuse Blues" with Nat Pendleton 
and Ann Gwynne. Every Friday 
night is "Ccuntry Store,” and on 
this coming Saturday matinee 
candy will be given away to the 
first 150 children.
A total of 620 Auto Use Stamps 
has been sold at the Rockland post 
office to date. Auto owners are 
reminded that their cars must bear 
these stamps by Feb. 1. The cost is 
$2.09 for the present stamp which is 
good until June 30 when a new $5 
stamp must be bought which will be 




Or sent C. 0. D. if desired
MRS. JOHN M. RICHARDSON 
420 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND. ME. TEL. 1073 
Office of Dr. Walter P. Conley
■Kit ua son run
Kilt MMS 
firms MBtr
Dick Harden, an employe of the 
stock department of the Central 
Maine Power company, has en­
listed in the Army Air Corps and 
has been assigned to Jefferson 
Barracks, Missouri.
Pleasant Valley Grange will in­
stall the incoming officers at V. F. 
W. hall at 8 o’clock tenight with 
J. Herbert Gould of Camden as 
the installing officer. The new 
officers are: Master, Elizabeth 
Vinal; overseer. Ellis Sprague; 
lecturer, Myron Young; steward, 
Edward Telman; assistant stew­
ard, Raymond Young; chaplain, 
EUura Hamlin; treasurer, F. L. S 
Morse; secretary. Etta Andersen; 
gate keeper, Joseph Hamlin; Ceres. 
Mildred Sprague; Pomona, Edith 
Bartlett; Flora, Nellie Hall; lady 
assistant steward, Elizabeth Pas- 
son; executive committee, Ray­
mond Andersen, the retiring mas­
ter, and Frank Farrand.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. 
$3 00 a year
» CHILDS COLDS
Relieve misery direct 
“without "
rubon*VISJ$£
Harold W. Whitehill announces 
a meeting of Ward 5 Air Raid War­
dens at the Purchase Street School 
tonight.
Mrs. Marianne C. Bullard has 
been re-appeinted for the third 
time by Governor Sewall on the 
State Board of Barbers and Hair­
dressers, a compliment to her abil­
ity and intelligence as a member
The Kiwanis Club
Given Clear. Insight Into the 
State Finances By Fred-
, erick G. Payne
Frederick G. Payne, State finance 
ccmmissioner, former Mayor of Au­
gusta and prominent Augusta Ki- 
waniarj. addressed the Rockland Ki­
wanis Club at the Copper Kettle last 
night. In a half hour he took what 
would ordinarily be a dry uninter­
esting subject and turned It into a 
highly interesting talk which took 
the members through tlge maze of 
state finance.
First of all. he deb'mere the fre­
quent press reports aim statements 
from persons supposed to be in close 
touch with State affairs, that the 
State expense was $50,000,000 per 
year and placed it at $40,930,0(X> or 
a figure $10,000,000 lower than re­
ported which is, as he said, o con­
siderable amount of money even in 
these days of staggering figures in 
the national government.
The $40,000,000 needed each year 
to operate the’ State departments 
comes from many sources, one of 
which is the property tax of 7% 
mills which brings in a total of $12,- 
000.000. An additional $12,000,000 
comes from the United States Gov­
ernment for institutions and activi- 
tes whch it subsidizes, and special 
taxes such as auto licenses, opera­
tors’ licenses and the gasoline tax. 
Another $16,000,000 is derived from 
the tax paid by employers toward 
the Unemployment Compensation 
CommL«sion which is kept on de­
posit with the Federal Reserve Bank 
in Boston and is especially ear­
marked fcr use by the commis­
sion. This makes the total of $40,- 
000,000 needed each and every year 
to insure efficient State government. 
There are many divisions and sub­
divisions under the various tax 




Edward Arnold and Walter Pidgeon are having a bit of an argument 
over the cost of Jean Rogers’ services in this scene from “Design For 
Scandal,” with Rosalind Russell co-starred with Pidgeon. Miss Rogers 
has consented to pose as Pidgeon’s fiancee' for a price, and she’s making 
that price good and high!
ROCKPORT
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LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
A Z\ A A a a a a
Tel. 2229
is visiting at the home of her 
brother-in-law and sister Mr. and
A practice meeting will follow 
the stated meeting of Harbor Light 
Chapter OES. tonight. Picnic 
supper at 6 o’clock.
Classes in home nursing were
started Friday under the Civilian 
He revealed that certain supposed Defense program, with afternoon 
State maintained inspection services
such as the inspectors of blueber­
ries, sardine packing plants and the 
seed potato certification unit, are 
all supported by the growers them­
selves with the State handling the 
actual details of the work, but, do­
ing so with the funds which the 
growers and packers furnish.
He stated that hLs department 
works in close co-operation with the 
Legislature and budget committees, 
as well as all departments and insti­
tutions to make up the State Budget. 
Each department in the State is 
now working at the minimum on 
which it can function efficiently. To 
cut some of the departments as little 
as 2 percent would be disastrous. He 
told of an attempt to cut down all 
departments 10 percent at the last 
Legislature in order to raise the 
$1,300,000 needed for old age assist­
ance. After an honest check of all 
departments by the group that ad­
vocated the cut, It was found that 
proposed cut was impossible. An­
other method to raise that money 
had to be found if Maine’s aged 
needy were to be cared for and that 
is where the present cigaret tax 
came into being. Present day 
figures show that this tax will raise 
the estimated $1,300,000 needed. The 
cigaret tax money can be used, by 
law, only for old age assistance.
Mr. Payne explained that his de­
partment covered the combined de­
partments of accounts and control 
and finance and budget as well as 
the taxation department and bureau 
cf purchases. He further stated that 
these departments are now so ar­
ranged that it would be practically 
impossible for any person to steal 
frem State funds and not be detect­
ed in a very short time.
Mr. Payne stated that the people 
of any State or municipality can 
expect only as good a government 
as they will pay for and can expect 
a return only in proporticn to what 
they are willing to invest.
The bowling teams of the Brewer 
and Orono Kiwanis Clubs attended 
the meeting and later adjourned to 
the Community Building alleys 
where Orcno’s team- “A” preceded 
to trim the local Kiwanians 5-0. 
Brewer did not fare so well at th- 
hands of the locals when a team 
cQmposed of Leigh, Miller. Barnard, 
Brackett and Cook took th°-m 5-0.
and evening sessions held at the 
Hoboken Schoolhouse. Mildred 
Phiibrook, R. N, is instructor for 
the afternoon class and Sara Pen­
dleton, R. N. for the evening class. 
Those enrolled to date are: Mrs. 
Glenn Lawrence, Miss Alta Pendle­
ton, Mrs. Elizabeth Williams, Mrs. 
Viola Spear, Mrs. Evelyn Cunning­
ham, Mrs. Myrtle Spear, Mrs. 
Lina Joyce, Mrs. Lida Champney, 
Mrs. Loana Shibles, Mrs. A. Belle 
Skinner, Mfs. Maud Carleton, Mrs. 
Sophia Williams, Mrs. Wilma 
Rhodes, Mrs. Ruth Greenlaw, Mrs. 
Ruth Bartlett, Mrs. Harriett Car­
ver, 'Mrs. Olive Whittier, Mrs. Belle 
Coates, Mrs. Beatrice Richards, 
Mrs. Doris Graffam,'Mrs. Hazel 
Cain, Mrs. Gladys Heistad, Miss 
Hortense Bohndell, Mrs. Helen 
Overman, Mrs. Susie Auspland. 
The second lesson in the course 
will be given this afternoon and 
evening, Tuesdays and Fridays 
from 1.30 to 3.30 and 7 to 9 p. m. 
being the scheduled time during 
the course. -
Kenneth Daucett, Jr. who has 
been visiting his parents since 
completing a three years’ Army 
training? left last week for New­
port Training Station having en­
listed in the Navy.
Mrs. Emeline Abbott of Brewer
Mrs. Arthur Berry.
Mrs. Elisie Bryant and family 
have moved from the Haskell j 
house on Pascal avenue to Bath,
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will j 
meet Wednesday afternoon with j 
Mrs. Mayme Carroll.
Mrs. Doris B. Graffam will en­
tertain the Twentieth Century 1 
Club Friday afternoon, substituting 
as hostess for Mrs. Margaret Eek- j 
man
The G. W. Bridge Club is meet-1 
ing this afternoon with Miss Mat- 5 
tie Russell at the home of Miss ; 
Marion Weidman.
Mrs. Byron Haining and son j 
Byron of Rockland spent Satur- i 
day with her parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Lane, Sr.
The pupils of the Hoboken j 
Schcol, Miss Hortense Bohndell 1 
teacher, although of the sub-pri- ! 
mary and lower grades age, are J 
doing their bit by buying Defense 
Stamps. Last week they reported 
the purchase of $8 worth of these ; 
stamps.
Fred Morse and family of Bath 
were visitors Sunday at the home i 
of iris mother, Frank Hawes
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad were 
in Auyust* Sunday as guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Trygve Heistad. Mrs. 
Heistad attended a concert given by 1 
the Curtis String Quartet in the; 
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sa\ 
kin street, accompanicj 
Savitt’s sister, Miss J< 
cf Bangor, are in New ' 
week.
Mrs. Sherman Rokt . 
to the members ol 
Night Club at nt r hi.ul 
Avenue last night.
Capt. and Mr Da 
returned io Scarsdale 
spending tlie holidays v.
Tonian Circle will m>J 
night at the home of M 
ine Veazie, with Mrs ||
| onsen as hostess.
Nancy Elaine Hand | 
of Mr. and Mrs Geer J 
lin, 23 Court street, c< 
ninth birthday Frid 
of her little friends < 
played, prizes going to 
chance and Roger 1 
guests mat chid to j 
room singing Happy B. 
ing a lighted cake, ici 
ether geedies. Those fjj 
th? hostess Nancy Ha 
Mae Griffith. Pa tri 
Roger Lach; nee, Doroj 
Juliette Lachance, G’.J 
and Baby Eugene Hat 
hLs mother Mrs. Merit 
ton. Nancy received 
gifts.
Visit Lucien K Ore 
second floor, 1G Schoo 
Pellows Block, City fo 
Coats and Cloth Coats, 
prices
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
BUSINESS Stationery
Let us design letterheads, 
statements and envelopes that 
personalize your correspond­
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41- A shade tree
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RltT WHAT TCU HA /f| 
WAMTED.. CLEAK.SAFl 
HEAT FROM ANY WAL|
X
At lent you and you 
con hnv* the luxury <J 
venience fvitte-hel 
lets, healthful heal of " 
Ideal for nutseri I 
bathrooms, sun perch! 
hundred other hora 
jrou’ll quickly d:sco>l 
elect resteem IOD AI 
lifetime of ulta-cci) 
trouble-free heat wf| 
where you want it!
COME IN C
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Marion Weidman.
Mr Biron Haining and son 
B rot: i i Rockland spent Satur- 
. day with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Lane. Sr.
The pupils of the Hoboken 
School. Mis Hortense Bohndell 
teacher, al hough of the sub-pri­
mary and lower grades age. are 
doing their bit by buying Defense 
Stamps Last wet k they reported 
the purch.oc of $3 worth of these 
i stamps.
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\1. and Mrs. Sam Savitt of Ran- 
kin street, accompanied by Mrs. 
s. \itt’s sister, Miss Jessie Bluestein 
, : Bangor, are in New Ycrk for the
week.
OCl ETY
Mrs. Sherman Rokes was hcste:.» 
t , the members cf the Monday 
Ni.nt Club at her home on Shaw 
Avenue last night.
C..pt and Mrs. Daniel Cole ha e 
i, turned to Scarsdale. N. Y., aft< r
,ending the holidays with relatives.
i man Circle will meet tomorrow 
at at the home of Miss Kather- 
Veazfe, with Mrs. Harold Slm-
( i; n as hostess.
Nan-y Elaine Hamlin, daughter 
Mr and Mrs Gecrge W. Ham- 
bn 23 Court street, celebrated her 
j.inih birthday Friday with seven 
, lu: little friends. Games were 
.id, prizes going to Juliette La- ;.:iii c and Roger Lachance. The 
, , s marched to the dining 
:n ringing Happy Birthday tac­
it a lighted cake, ice cream and 
i in ;• geedies. Those present were 
bi- hostess Nancy Hamlin, Betty 
M.i Griffith. Patricia Seliger, 
Roger Lachance, Dorothy Fcwles, 
Juliette Lachance, Gloria Sewall 
; nd Baby Eugene Harrington and 
li mother Mrs. Merton Harring- 
..11 Nancy received many nice
gifts.
A HAPPY MAN AND HIS DOG
Miss Burdell Strout left Sunday 
for a week’s visit with Mrs. John 
Aspinwall of Newburgh, N. Y. Mrs. 
Georgie Hobbs joined her, going as 
far as Boston where she will spend 
a week.
Rounds Mothers’ Class will meet 
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. 
Joseph Emery Sr., for a covered dish 
supper. Red Cress sewing will be 
done during the afternoon and 
evening.
The Past Grands and Past Ncble 
Grands Association of Knox and 
Lincoln Counties will meet at the 
home cf Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 
Benner in Waldoboro tomorrow 
night.
Brcwne Club was entertained Fri­
day night at the home of Mrs. Har­
riet Merriam on Park street.
Miss Katherine Kimball of Ports­
mouth has returned after having 
been the guest of her mother, Mrs. 
Fairfield Moore, South Main street.
Mrs. George C. Coltart and Mrs. 
Gecrge W. Wiggin are visiting Rob­
ert J. Coltart in Lawrence. Mass.
) Thursday afternoon Carroll Fos- 
! ter had some friends in, the occa­
sion being his sixth birthday. Tiie 
guests were Forest and Patricia An- 
t derson, Leroy Gray, Rennie Dodge. 
Jerry Mears, Stanley and Erland
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s 
second floor, 16 School street. Odd 
fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur 
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate 
prices O-tT
Fish, and Beverly Foster, 
ments were served.
Refresh-
Rev. James F. Savage, pastor of 
St. Bernard’s parish, is making a 
few days’ visit in Calais.
Vesper A. Leach





3 DAYS-THURS., FRI., SAT. 
JANUARY 22, 23, 24
Vesper A.Leach
ROCKLAND, MAINE
YOU £/?// TAKE IT WITH YOU I
HEAT FOR ANY ROOM
filectiesteem
Portable ELECTRIC STEAM RADIATOR
Ama 11 nq ly L/oot Easy to (Earry
VMOCtWMTCKS ” 
APTROVn
JUST WHAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS 
WANTED CLEAN. SAFE. STEAM 
HEAT F3OM ANY WALL ELBE!
Wi
At last you and your family 
can have the luxury and can- , 
venience of (vme-bee, otfai - 
lets, healthful heal al low cost, 
iaeal for nunetiet, sick rooms, 
bathrooms, sun patches and a 
hundred other handy uses - 
you'll quickly discover Gel 
clectresteem TODAY for a 
lifetime of ulta-convenienl, . 
trouble-free heat when Ond 




Uses Ne Mere Current Thou 
a Madera Hectrk Iron...
• Sturdy steel construction, bond- 
erized to prevent rust. • AC-DC 
current. • Boked enamel finish.
• Convenient carrying handle.
• Special compact design. • Mount­
ed on rubber-cushioned mar-proof 
sliders. • Dozens of other match­
less features.
COME IN OR PHONE FOR DF TAILS'
V ” . ” A)* '
CENT 
rowi
When he isn’t traveling back and forth across the Continent, W. A. 
Fabcock hangs his hat in Rcckland—at peace with the world. And so is 
his fine dog Donna, for the moment, at least. Photo made by Mr Babcock’s 
son, A. B. Babcock, of Great Neck, L. I.
Mrs. Neal Burgess of 736 Clinton 
Ave., Plainfield, N. Y., writes: "Ap- , 
preximateiy 900 children from the ! 
Plainfield, area saw ’The Bartered 
Bride’ performed at the Metropoli- I 
tan Opera House, New Ycrk Friday, | 
This was the sixth year that an, 
opera has been given for New Jer­
sey children, and ‘The Bartered 
Bride’ is the first one to be sung 
in English. A special train carried 
this group into New York. Among 
them was Mis.s Evelyn Gregory of 
Plainfield and Ncrth Haven.”
Mr. and Mrs. Freemont Cotton of 
j Rcckland have announced the en- j 
I gagement of their daughter, Jennie. ( 
i to Robert Leonard of Lcwell, Mass. ■
Anderson Camp Auxiliary w 11 
meet Wednesday afternoon to tack 
a quilt and will members please at­
tend so that it may be finished be­
fore the supper hour. Mrs. Velma 
Marsh will be chairman cf the sup­
per which will be served at 6 o’clock. 
The business session will follow at 
7.39 and at this time several of the 
elected officers will be installed.
(Misses Viola Joy and Maizie Joy 
were in Boston for the week-end.
'Mrs. Ruth Sanborn of Lisle street 
entertained Sunday afternoon with 
one of her delightful musical teas 
which her friends so greatly enjoy.
♦--
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Spear 
of Beech street, leave Wednesday 
for Cocoa, Fla., for the remainder 
of the Winter. Mrs. Chase, Mrs. 
Spear’s mother, h3s taken rooms 
at “The Laurie” during the period 
of their absence.
During the business session of the 
Women’s Christian Temperance 
Union at the home of Mrs. Will am 
Brawn, Broadway, Friday after­
noon, the members voted to buy a 
$59 Defense Bond and to donate $10 
to the Red Cress War Fund Drive.
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G. A. 
A., will meet Wednesday night at 
7 at the home of Mrs. Jennie Pie- 
troski. Beano.
Yes—We are “closing out” by Feb. 
1. Ccme in and say "Good-Bye” to 
the “What-Not Shop.” It is also a 
good time to buy first class gift- 
wares at great reductions, from 20 
to 50 percent less than values— 
such as pictures, trays, miniatures, 
antique reproductions, vases, flcw- 
er-containers, Book-ends, wall what­
nots, mirrors, Chinese figures, and 
embroideries, some jewelry and 
many other good. buys.—adv.
EDWARD ARNOLD 
hmm-uniUl NHIUf • HART KTH HKKS 




Case Outlying Regions 
Come In Contact With
Disaster
The Courier-Gazette has been 
furnished with the letter, shown be­
low, which lias been sent to members 
of tiie chapter executive committee 
regarding aid tc the islands of Pen­
obscot Bay in event of disaster.
1— Included in this Chapter are 
the islands of Criehaven, Matinicus. 
Vinalhaven, North Haven, and Isie 
au Haut. There are Doctors of 
Medicine on Vinalhaven and North 
Haven. Tliere is a Red Cross nurse 
cn Matinicus. By arrangement with 
Lincoln County, I have taken over 
the duty cf sending emergency relief 
to Monhegan from Port Clyde. 
There is a Red Cross nurse on Mon­
hegan. z
2— War-time rapine is possible on 
one of our Islands. The sudden 
arrival of castaway seamen, need­
ing immediate med cal help, is also 
a possibility. There may be other 
reasons why prompt aid from the 
Red Cross may be necessary.
3— I have notified the people ol 
each Island, with the exception of 
Vinalhaven and North Haven, that 
in case of disaster emergency which 
they cannot handle locally, the Red 
Cross will send help. They are to 
communicate with the Knox County 
Hospital, Rockland, and describ the 
emergency in-full.
4— The Supervisor of the Hospital 
has agreed to notify me. It then 
becomes my duty to secure physi­
cians, nurses, boat, etc. It is hoped 
that members of the medical pro­
fession will respond to a call, and 
that nurses, if needed, can be had. 
The efficient help of the Supervisor 
of Nurses will be available.
5— The following persons will at 
once furnish suitable boats if any­
ways available:
For Criehaven, Matinicus or Isle
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Season Opens With Fine Pro­
grams—$200 For Red 
Cross War Fund
The Womans Educational Club 
opened its Winter season of study 
at Grand Army hall Friday. A de­
licious banquet preceded' the meet­
ing in the evening, the men be­
ing guests of the club. Mrs. Caro 
Jones served as chairman of the 
supper. The tables were beauti­
ful with flags and lighted candles
This And That
V
Minnesota includes the geogra­
phic center of North America and 
ol red, white and blue, Mrs. Lina it’s a State full of surprises and
Carroll was in charge of the din­
ing rccm.
The hall wa.s filled to overflow­
ing with members and guests to 
listen to the fine program. The 
wi e of Governor Sumner Sewall 
gave a brief message from the 
Governor who was unable to be 
present. Mrs. Sewall, a life memr
beauty.
• • • •
The great leader, W.llkie, said. 
“Above all things we must not un­
derestimate our enemies”. Too much
loose talk in thLs ccuntry.
• • • •
Did you ever see a dream walk­
ing? Well, I did; and it walked
ber of the club wrs accompanied right into a room at a certain extra 
by her secretary Mrs. Leroy Colby, , fine hostelry of this city and landed
Mrs. Harry Gilscn, chairman of 
Educational work in Augusta, and 
Mrs. Henry P. Weaver, wife of the 
Chief of Maine State Police.
on a well balanced table. A most 
artistic and delicious supper in a 
green bex wrapped with celophane 
! paper and tied with pretty green
The names cf 72 applicants 'for r.bbon. Tucked about in charming 
membership were read by the sec- effect were fragrant rcse geranium 
retary and two charter members ' leaves that gave an added zest in 
and four life members were jp.es- wonderment. But lo! there wA a 
card written on it for Mrs. Wn. and 
Mrs. Fr. If anyone ever had a 
better supper sent in to them they
ent.
The members voted to make a 
gift of $290 to the American Red
Cress for war relief 'work. Mrs. jbad more than a feast. I am told 
Anne Snow spoke briefly on De- j ^is a habit Mrs. D-g, of 
fense Bonds. Mrs. Stella Linekin . Thomaston whose middle name is 
read a most interesting paper cn .Greatheart, and one might add
Greatcook.
• • • •
With a brilliant vermillion red 
dress, comes to my desk. ‘ Members’ 
magazine National League of Wo­
men Voters” for January 1942. and
“Susan B. Anthony” and Nettie E. ■
Stewart gave a fine paper on '
“Martha Washington” and IMrs.
Stewart gave her report as critic.
A very pleasing message received 
by the club feem Mrs. McCullough
a Summer resident of Hcckport |the reading matter is worthy that 
entitled “’Roadside Gardens” was ; belpful organization. No passivity 
read by Mrs. E. Carl Moran. The about this League, 
members were ICO percent perfect 
in their 15 minute a ddy period' Cf 
solid reading.
o • • •
Albert R. Marsh and orchestra, 
composed cf his pupils gave several 
selections opening with 
ticnal hymn, “America,
I found this verse that hits the 
nail right on the head:
Oh, what a fortunate land is Eng­
land,
our na- by all nations near and far;
and to Tb°ugh of Gladstone they’re bereft.
•Bkst Be the Tie They have winston Churchill left
The usual patriotic To guide them this war-




F. A. 'Wtnslow, editor df The Cou- I 
rier-Gazette, guest speaker, gave 
his “Milestones.” It was a story 
of the bygone days and customs 
of iRockland at that time, and was 
much enjoyed by the audience. 
Rev. Frank T. Littorin of Water­
ville took for his subject "Can We 
Educate People?” He said we may 
provide the environment for edu­
cation but the persons must find 
satisfaction in what they study if 
they are tc acquire a desire for 
more education. It was a very fine 
address and gave cause for deep 
thought.
The next regular meeting will 
be at the same place, Grand1 Army 
hall, Feb. 20.
Mrs. Stella Linekin in her offi­
cial capacity as director of the 
Red Cross War Relief Fund intro­
duced: the claims of the Red Cross 




Capt. Stuart T. Ames, Rockland 
1070
A C. McLoon & Co.
For Monhegan:
Capt. Earle A. Starrett, Thomas­
ton 224
Temporarily, the Coast Guard 
does not seem to be in a position to 
give suitable help.
6— For land transportation to the 
place of embarkation, arrangements 
will be made at the time.
7— Expenses should be watched, 
having in mind meeting the needs 
rather than do ng it cheaply. Ex­
penses are chargeable against Chap­
ter funds.
8— In case of incapacity of Capt. 
Rice to serve, another member of 
the Executive Committee should 
assume definite responsibility.
Keryn ap Race, Chairman
Subscribe tn The Courier-Gazette. 
$3 00 a year
CRMDEN
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9 
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3
NOW. BARGAIN DAY 
Adults 25c; Children 11c 














Meet Father. He’« Plenty Fanny!
Special School Matinee Wed. 4
Coming: “Design For Scandal’’
Here’s a timely hint from “Down 
East”: ’’When it has served its pur­
pose, let us not tess carelessly aside 
the Christmas tree, that beautiful 
symbol that has meant so much 
during a blessed season. The frag­
rant personality that has crowned 
the happy homes during the Christ­
mas festival should not be deprived 
cf its dignity. Don’t throw it out 
for the wind to blow around in the 
back yard. Let it still hold up its 
head, and well braced in soi^ie shel­
tered spot, let it be still a decora­
tion, or a repository for bird 
lunches, until finally the time comes 
for the bonfire. Let us be grateful
to our evergreen Christmas fir.”
• • * •
And now they have begun to boot­
leg automobile tires and parts. How 
many guns will it take to shoot this
racket out cf existence.
• • • •
Good business manners are the 
greatest foundation for success in 
the life of a working girl. It takes 
poise in her attitude toward her 
employer and her companion work­
ers to win the perfect mastery of 
many a hard situation but if she is 
square at ail times her success is 
assurred.
• • • •
Teacher: “Walter, give me a sen­
tence which will include the wofd, 
‘fascinate’.”
Walter: (after much thought) 
“My Daddy has a vest with ten but­
tons on it but he can only fasten 
eight”.
• • • •
Andover has sent a John Paul 
Jcnes, 20 year-old youth, to join 
the Marines and now the Leather­
necks will see something doing 
again. Everyone will be watching
this embryo hero of the Marines.
• • • •
Do the girls and boys play that 
rather rowdy but jolly cld game, 
“Crack the Whip” these days? The 
very best time for it is when th^re 
are snow banks to sprall the young­
ster in when the whip cracks. A 
line of boys and girls hold hands. 
The head is the handle and the end 
one is the cracker. They all run 
swiftly and the handle steps sud­
denly and pulls hard with all his 
strength. This throws the line into 
a swirl and the crack comes with the 
“end” in the snow bank. They 
choose up for possession of handle 
and each must take his turn as last 
cn the line.
• • • •
Who knows the Waltzing Matil­
das? They are already to do great 
things over where the war has begun 
and they come from manufacturers 
in this geeat country’.
• • • •
There is no dcubt about it. Music 
must have deep and immediate con­
sideration fcr war uplift and mu­
nicipal concerts are drawing great 
audiences at the camps. And the 
concerts over the radios are a 
source of much help and' comfort 
to morale of soldiers.
MaBelle Beauty Shoppe will be 
closed the month of February, re­
opening Monclay. March 2—adv.
Young Couple Feted
Finnish Friends Make Merry
In Warren and Present 
a Varied Program
Mr aqd Mrs. William Erick John­
son, of Rcckland who were married 
Jan. 3, by Rev. Charles A. Marstal- 
ler of Rockland, were rcmp'imented 
Saturday at a reception and cofiee. 
by Finnist residents cf Warren end 
surrounding towns, tiie attendance 
at Glover hall bring well ever the 
200 mark.
The bride wa.s given a ccr’age 
bouquet of pink rose and carnations, 
and the groom, a single white car­
nation boutonniere, as tliev entered 
the hall. Cenfetti flew as the young 
couple were escorted to their seats. 
F. L. S. Morse of Thomaston was 
master of ceremonies.
These numbers made up the en­
tertainment: Greeting by Mr.
Morse; speech in Finnish by Rev. 
Alex Raitta of Friendship; music by 
Gecrges River Boys; speech by Mr 
Morse in which he read a short 
sketch from Kalevaia, "The Land 
of the Heroes,” written by Elias 
Lonnrot; poem by Mrs. Uno Laiho 
of Warren; songs by Anselm Lampi- 
nen of Thomaston; piano solo by 
John Dana, Thomaston; vocal solo, 
“I Love You Truly,” by Miss Helen 
Johnson of Georges River Road and 
Rockland, with Mrs. Trivo Johnson, 
accompanist; vocal duet by Miss 
Helen Johnson, and Miss Eleanor 
Nelson cf Thomaston; accordion 
selections by James Dana of Thom­
aston.
In the receiving line with the 
guests of honor stood their parents 
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson of 
Georges River road, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Matt Hill of Long Cove.
At the coffee service at the War­
ren Grange hall, the head table bore 
two huge and beautiful wedding 
cakes, gifts of Mr. and Mrs. Hill, 
parents of the bride and Mr. and 
Mrs. Johnson, parents of the groom. 
Each was 20 inches in diameter, iced 
in white, cne with pink roses, and 
intertwined hearts, the other in two 
layers, all in white. A tall vase of 
pink roses made the centerpiece of 
the table.
Directing the coffee service were 
Mrs. John Niemi of Union, Miss 
Ina Peterson of St; George, Mrs. 
Annie Kyllonen of Waldoboro, Miss 
Helmi Koivumaki and Mrs. Peter 
Weukkola of Tenant’s Harbor, Mrs. 
Wurori of Waldcbcro, Mrs. Martha 
Borquist, Mrs. Wilho Elgiand of St. 
George, Mrs. Ella Williamson of 
Warren. Mrs. Lila Maki of Rockland, 
Mrs. Karl Fa ger cf Thomaston, 
Miss Edna Ranta of Rockland, MLss 
Hilda Korpinen of St. George. The 
tables were set by Mrs. William Hill 
of South Thomaston, and the deco­
rations were arranged by Mrs. Mil­
dred Harjula of South Thomaston. 
MLss Ina Anderson of Sullivan had 
charge of the guest book.
Dancing completed the evening’s 
festivities. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson 
received quantities of gifts, includ­
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Mrs. Ignatius Sanfileppo 
(nee Georgiana Kurd)
Miss Georgianna Ford, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Jandit of 3505 
Hudson Boulevard, Jersey City, N. 
j J., was married Dec 20 to Corporal 
I. F. Sanfilipps of 508 Palisade Ave., 
Jersey City, N. J., now stationed at 
Camp Davis, North Carclina. At­
tending the bride was her sister 
Miss Lillian Ford. Best man was 
Charles Peters. The wedding was 
followed by a reception at the home 
of the bride's parents, where Mrs. 
Sanfilipps will reside unt 1 her hus­
band is released from the service.
The bride Ls the granddaughter 
of Mrs. Etta Woodman of Ash Point.
SEARLES-ROBBINS
Miss Muriel Gladys Robbins, 
daughter of Maynard F. and the 
late Maude Miller Robbins of Apple- 
ton whe ls a granddaughter of Rev. 
Perley Miller retired Baptist minis­
ter of Tenant’s Harbor, was mar- 
ried Saturday in Portland to Mer- 
! velle Sylvester Searles, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Henry E. Searles of Lubec.
Tire single ring service was used 
by Rev. Charles L Cronkhlte, friend 
of the bride’s family and former 
paster cf the Appleton Baptist 
Churcn. Attendants were Rupert 
Greenlaw and Mrs. Margaret Mc­
Leod.
It was a quiet wedding in the 
candlelit apartment of the officiat­
ing clergyman. Decorations were of 
pink and cream and the bridal party 
stood under an arch of pink studded 
with roses and lilies-of-the-valley.
The bride was attractively dressed 
in smoke blue crepe with hat of the 
same color, ahd corsage of red roses. 
>lrs. McLeod wore navy blue with a 
black hat .
Following the eerem ny. the bridal 
couple was whisked away to the 
apartment of Miss Isabelle Emmons 
where a reception was given in their 
honor by the office force of John 
Kern & Son where the bride has 
been employed the past four years.
Mr. Searles Ls employed at the 
Todd-Bath Iron Works of South 
Portland.




Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
School in 1941, and has been em­
ployed in Rockland since gradua­
tion. Mr. Johnson, the groom, was 
graduated from Thomaston High 
School in 1938, and has employment 
at the Harding Fabrication Plant of 
the Bath Iron Works at Brunswick.
Among those who attended, from 
cut cf town were, Mrs. Charles 
Hendrickson, Miss Margaret Laine, 
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Miete of Wiscas­
set. Mr. and Mrs. Eino Partinen of 
Portland, Mis. Harold Pease of 
Topsham and children, Raymond 
and Ellen Stein of Topsham 
Edwin Harjula, Louis Bowen and 
friend cf Brunswick, Mrs. William 
Duley of Bath, Miss Ina Anderson 
cf Sullivan.
SNOW TIME
The muted <Fence cf the falling snow 
Is like a benediction here below 
The frosty finger-tips that >pread the
’ pall
Of ermine blanket ovpr hi'l and glade 
Comes Ilk" a cadence the Great God
has made.
Arresting poignant hearts from dire 
dismay
At war's intrusion on our gentler way.
And then like sunshine after storm 
and chill
The heart ls lifted by one clear sweet 
trill
Far up amidst the cobwebbed branch­
es where
A bird ls poised awaiting answered 
prayer
Faith is quickened, all life renews its 
charm
While bells at eventide chiming clear 
gong
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DOES A WHOLE WEEK’S 
WASH WHILE OTHERS 
DO A TUBFUL I
Washes in one tub while it Spin- 
dries up to 25% MORE water out 
oi a second load. All told—it will 
wash, rinse, damp-dry 27 pounds 
of clothes in 59 minutes! SEE IT!
Gue fa* "42.
Plastic Agitator—Fast and gentle, 
saving on “wash wear." 
Spindrier—Banishes broken but­
tons, nipped lingers.
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The White City
Friends of the Babcocks Tell 
Of a Visit To Carlsbad 
Caverns
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Babeock are • 
in receipt of an interesting travel j 
letter from a Massachusetts friend, 
the first installment of which is 
here given.
• • • •
Lynn, Mass., Jan. 12.
We are plugging along in the 
S3 me ruts as usual. Just getting 
older every day, some day$ more 
than ethers. Arthur had his 71st 
birthday in November but he is 
still geing strong only we can’t 
rake what we used to.
We three went to California In 
the Summer of 1940. We went a 
different way, via Texas. Had a 
grand time as we always do but 
had a lot of rain until we got to 
Ihe desert. We stepped at Boulder 
Dam and saiw it completed and 
went down into its “innards." We 
had one of our ‘ adventures’’ ! 
there.
We struck out in the morning ' 
from Boulder City to go to the ' 
Dam. seven miles. Abcut one mile 
before we reacn the dam, there 
is the huge trans.'ormimg station 
about one-quarter mile from the ) 
road Here Is where all the power 
1> transmitted to Los Angeles and 
many other cities. Well, Arthur 
wants a snapshot of the place so 
we stopped by the road side and 
h? mounted on a sort of platform 
thing and was busy getting set for 
th? picture.
'Rachel and I were in the car. 
Soon we noticed cne of those tall, 
lanky Texas rangers coming from 
the power plant and making mo­
tions at us. We called to Arthur 
but he did not hurry as he was 
bound to get the shot. Well, the 
ranger kept coming but we decid­
ed that he looked goed natured and 
he proved 'to be just that. No ob­
jection to the snap but must not 
climb up on that place.
You knew what a passport a 
Massachusetts number plate is out 
there, and so it proved this time, 
and the result was that he took 
us to the plant and' spent two solid 
hours with us and showed1 us seme 
things which are not so generally 
known, and the queer part was that 
he refused any tip at last. We had 
a marvelous time, went into a 
“sleepy” tunnel that goes across 
the road and ends at the head of 
a great shufce where they send ma- 
chines and things down to the 
bott m cf the dam to the power 
houses and then we had to climb 
a vertical ladder to get out.
We took srl't tablets as the 
workmen do as the thermometer 
registered only 114 in the shade, 
but believe me. it was worth the 
sunburn that we got. Arthur was 
so happy over it. We had to leave 
cur cameras in the car outside the 
gate to the enclosure. Such a 
snapping under those great con­
densers with their huge cables. No 
one could enter or leave without 
passing this sheriff, and showing 
credentials. There were only work­
men In there and a very few of 
them.
Oh yes, we went bo Carlsbad. 
Got to White City, a fine tourist 
camip seven miles from the cave, 
in the afternoon. About 7 p. m. 
we drove up through a beautiful 
canyon to the cave to see the bats 
come out at dusk. And they did 
come out. millions of them out of 
that hole circling round and round 
and all going eff in the same di­
rection to a river for their night 
cf food and drink. But they 
w;uld all be back before daylight. 
The next morning we went up to 
the cave to take the trip. Our 
party, they said. was small, ‘only 
538. We had nine rangers and a 
weman nurse along. The walking
FOR VICTORY
Tdbnrt i r of WooMmCoo ATmm
MAINE IN WASHINGTON
Mrs. Roosevelt On Maine—Lincoln’s Birthday- 
Potato Diet—Canadian Relations
(From the Office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
is excellent as the paths are all I
graded and easy to walk on, with 
very few stairs.
The length of the round trip is 
6!4 miles but some returned by 
the elevator. Of course, we walked 
up. At the lowest, we were 829 
feet below the surface. The rooms 
are vast, with ceiling up to 300 
feet high. Some cf it is beautiful 
but on the whole not so lovely as 
the smaller caves which we have 
seen.
At 11 a. m. after walking two 
hours, we arrived in an enormous 
room where there was a lunch ar- j 
rangement to accommodate sev- , 
eral hundred. The lunch was of i 
sandwiches, pickles, potato chips, < 
and orange, cup cake all wrapped : 
in wax paper on trays and then 
coffee was served. Every lunch 
was the same and only 50 cents. 
We had 40 minutes there. There 
was a place to buy pieces of stallac- 
tites. etc.; also the story of the 
discovery of the caves by old Jim 
White and he was there to talk to 
folks. It is all very interesting. 
The whole trip required over five 
hours. We liked western Texas 
and New (Mexico a lot and they 
said if we would stay two weeks 
that we would never leave.
We stopped at South Rim of 
Grand Canyon for two days and 
saw a lot that we did not get be­
fore. We did not go up from Wil­
liams but went to Cameron so we 
had many miles along the Can­
yon from the east before reaching 
the station. The light effects were 
marvelous as we had showers at 
the Canyon and at times you would 
not knew there was a big hole 
there. Then when the sun came 
through it was a spectacle to see 
it on the tips of the peaks in the 
gorge.
We stopped at Las Vegas, Nev. 
the night of July 3 and got up at 
3 a. m. so to cross the desert in 
the cool of the day. What a place 
that is! We had time to look 
around and see the gambling 
joints, etc.
The trip across the desert was 
too short to suit me. No discom­
fort. You know now they have 
these contraptions for air cooling 
your car. It is a big thing to 
fasten to one of the rear windows 
and cools the air as it enters the 
car. You pay $10 for one and if
you are honest enough to turn it 
in when you get across to a cer­
tain town, you get $8 back. We 
did not try one at all.
I gloried in the beautiful sun­
rise on the desert and the won­
derful mauve shades on the moun­
tains. At the summit of Cajon 
Pass, we stopped for a long time 
as there is a gorgeous view for 
miles and miles of other mountains 
with their roads and canyons and 
also we could see two lines of rail­
roads far away but with our glass 
we could see trains and autos in 
the far away. It was a fascinat­
ing sight. We landed at San Ber- 
nandino abcut noon and got our­
selves some fine air-conditioned 
cabins and took a good long 
snooze. You don't knew what a 
joy those air-conditioned cabins 
are. So different from when we 
first went out there.
(To be concluded)
SEA GULLS AT DAWNIING
In the mists of the dawning, 
whirling apace. Gulls fly in ecstasy 
like champions in race. Over the 
tree-tops past mountain face; 
then back to the sea-Shore they 
swirl in their grace. With pinions 
spread taught through heaven- 
lit sky, they sail up and yonder as 
if they'd pervailed a magic to 
cast ever hills and ore dales, while 
drifting above in cloudi-crested sky, 
to cunger their needs from humans 
they spy. Ah, beauty and grace 
swirling high through the air, 
ycur charms are intriguing your 
ease matchless there. Go gather 
your fishes and clams to break, on 
cragy rocks for hunger's sake. 
Then come with your beauty in­
finitely fare, our sky would be 
soulless without you flying there.
K. S. F.
When Winter approaches, frogs 
bury themselves in the mud and be­
gin breathing through their skins, 
instead of through their nostrils.
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131 S. E. First Street 
MIAMI. FLORIDA
Mrs. Roosevelt would be the first 
to admit that there is more or less 
difference df opinion regarding 
some of her activities but certainly 
everyone in America agrees that 
Mrs. Roosevelt gets about. Con­
sequently when ‘Mrs. Roosevelt 
states in a public address to the 
members of the Congressional 
Club composed of wives of mem­
bers of the Senate and House from 
every State in the Union that the 
State of Maine is the most “de­
fense conscious” of any State, 
Maine may well throw out its col­
lective chest exactly as did Mrs. 
White and iMrs. Brewster, the 
wives of the Maine Senators, who 
were present to hear the compli­
ment.
While claiming a certain portion 
of the credit for this distinction 
for their husbands the Senatorial 
wives were quite ready to agree 
that there was plenty of credit to 
go around—to the newspapers of 
Maine which for the past few 
years have steadfastly kept the 
eyes cf the people of Maine fo­
cused on world problems above the 
range of any petty partisanship; 
to the State administration in 
Maine and particularly the Gov­
ernor of Maine who has likewise 
sought to resolve every question 
with an eye single to the welfare 
of Maine and America cut of his 
rich background of fighting ex­
perience in the last World War; 
and above all to the people of 
Maine who have had the sense and 
sanity to appreciate what is going 
on in the world and have not been 
diverted from their furrow by "any 
rustle in the bushes" or “any red 
herring dragged across the trail."
Mrs. Roosevelt in her discussion 
before the Congressional Club 
complimented New England highly 
on its progress in Civilian Defense 
under the leadership 6f Dean 
James M. Landis of Harvard Law 
School who has just been called 
to Washington to take charge of 
the Civilian Defense pregram 
throughout the country.
It will be recalled that Mayor 
LaGuardia of New York has been 
Director of Civilian Defense with 
Mrs. 'Roosevelt as his assistant. 
The exact status of Dean Landis 
in now entering, the picture is 
not clear although it is unofficial­
ly understood that he would not 
accept the assignment until it was 
agreed that he should have full 
power and responsibility.
Dean Landis is a brilliant mao 
of demonstrated executive ability 
as shown during the period when 
he was Chairman of the Securities 
and (Exchange Commission and 
since then as Dean cf Harvard Law 
School. He comes to Washington 
also with a very compresensive 
knowledge of the functioning of 
Washington officialdom which is a 
thing of value in this .period of 
crisis when there is little time for 
education. Meanwhile Maine and 
New England may feel fortunate 
in having someone so thoroughly 
familiar with their problems at 
the helm In Washington.
Lincoln’s Birthday
Senators White and Brewster 
have persuaded Senator Warren 
B. Austin of Vermont, Assistant 
Minority Leader in the Senate, to 
be the keynote speaker at the an­
nual Lincoln Day gathering in 
Portland sponsored by the Lincoln 
Club. Senator Austin will be ac­
companied by Senator White.
Congressman Frank Fellows will 
be the speaker at the gathering 
of the Lincoln Club of Washing­
ton County in accordance with 
long-standing arrangements.
This insures that Maine on Lin­
coln’s Birthday will hear two ad­
dresses that will be abundantly 
worth while as Senator Austin is 
widely recognized as one of the 
leaders in Republican thought and 
speaks very rarely outside of 
Washington so that Maine is very 
fortunate to secure him. Congress­
man Fellcws has rapidly come to 
be recognized as one of the most 
forceful speakers on the floor oft 
the House although he has ob­
served the tradition of the new 
member in rarely making himself 
heard. No one questions, however, 
his capacity to express himself in 
vigorous and foreful language.
Potato Diet
Sometime ago It was pointed out 
in this column that in the listing 
of the major assets and resources 
of the United (Nations as against 
the Axis Powers there is only one 
category in which the Axis 
Powers excelled the United States 
and that was in the production of 
potatoes. Germany has long built 
much of its dietary and industrial 
development about the potato. 
America is just awakening to its 
possibilities after a declining per 
capita consumption ctf potatoes 
over the past 40 years. The Army,
the Navy, and some of our asso­
ciates under the Lease-Lend Act 
are asking for potato flour and de­
hydrated potatoes. The govern­
ment laboratories are accelerating 
their research in this line and 
commercial developments are un­
derway.
Here the State of Maine may 
certainly enter the picture with 
its unparallelled productivity in 
the potato field. Here again Maine 
is indebted to Mrs. Roosevelt for 
pointing out this possibility in her 
testimony before the House Ccm- 
mittee on Labor this past week 
when she enumerated potato flour 
as cne of the four products that it 
was most desirable to emphasize 
in the diet according to Health 
Department officials.
Canadian Relations
Another step in the improve­
ment of relations along our inter­
national boundary was marked by 
the inviaticn frem the Canadian 
Legation for Senator Ralph O. 
Brewster of Maine to visit Canada 
on Thursday. January 30. to de­
liver the address at Toronto on 
the opening cf the Second Cana­
dian Victory Lean Campaign. 
Wendell Willkie was the keynote 
speaker at the time of the open­
ing of the First Victory Loan 
Drive. The speed c‘f modern trans­
portation is illustrated by the fact 
that Senator Brewster's visit by 
air will require his absence from 
Washington fcr less than 24 hours 
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Answers to Quiz for Drivers
A.—Up to 1940 the U. S. has pro­
duced a total of 81,000,000 automobiles, 
of which 7,000,000 were exported.
A.—Two out of every three pedes­
trian deaths occur during hours of 
darkness.
A.—Salve (petroleum jelly) is often 
used around battery terminals to pre­
vent corrosion.
'Fresh’ Water ’Salty’
; The so-called fresh water spring 
off the coast of Florida, is, in reality, 
not so fresh, according to samples 
analyzed by the geological survey. 
The spring is located about 214 miles 
east of Crescent beach, near St. Au­
gustine. So much water comes from 
the spring that it makes a noticeable 
boil in the ocean.
Enjoy the iplendor of blue 
diet end summer sees—■in 
your own American tropics.
El Comodoro Hotel offers 
ell the facilities, all the restful 
cherm and perfect comfort 
to suit the most exacting 
taste. Located in the heart 
of downtown Miami—"just a 
whisper" from ell activities. 
There are 250 artistically fur­
nished rooms with tub and 
shower from $2.50 single and 
$4.00 double. Steam heat. 
The modern eir cooled Coffee 
Shop is famous for fine food 
—et moderate prices. The 
cocktail Lounge is deservedly 
popular.
Plan your Miami Vacation 
now I For information or 
reservations, address 
Joseph H. Adams, 
Mgr., or your 
| travel agent.
Back From Dixie
Pvt. Samuel Beverage of 
North Haven Describes 
Northward Journey
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
One of the things that impressed 
us was the shack down there on the 
salt marsh. This is the home of 
thousands of hoboes and poor peo­
ple, the shacks being made from 
most anything from old sheet iron 
to packing boxes and combinations 
of both. Route 1 takes us up the 
west bank of the Hudson through 
North Bergen to the George Wash­
ington Bridge.
There in Jersey we had completely 
closed the circle started last August 
when at Newark we had turned 
westward on the journey which 
took us through the greater part of 
States east of the Mississippi, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania W. Virginia, 
Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee. Arkan­
sas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Georg a, South and North Carolina, 
Virginia, District of Columbia, 
Maryland, Delaware, and of course 
New York, and our own New Eng­
land States of Ccnnectlcut, Mass­
achusetts and New Hampshire.
The night of Dec. 21 we spent at 
the Field Artillery Armory In the 
Bronx. This was the largest armory 
we were ever at during our tr'p. As 
luck would have it, the rain had 
stopped, so many of us took the 8th 
avenue subway to Manhattan Island 
and Times Square. Things looked 
about the same as the last time yours 
truly visited "The Great White 
Way.” The neon signs in the 
Square being as active as ever—the 
Chevrolet, Planters Peanuts and the 
Wrigley’s F shes.
We visited the newspaper booth 
in the center of the Square where 
one may buy a paper from most 
any place, reminding us cf the one 
near the Old South Church on 
Washington street, Boston. Times 
Square these days is crowded as 
usual and with the armed forces 
making up a large percentage. We 
saw many sailors from the British 
Navy and Merchant Marine.
Over on East 52d street we went 
to the local UjS.C. Club which is 
just around the corner frem St. 
Patrick’s Cathedral. There we had 
a chance to play some games, read 
and meet some of cur brother sol­
diers. At the desk we were given a 
ticket to attend the Philip Morris 
program in the R C.A. Radio City 
studios. We jumped at the oppor­
tunity even though we were tired 
and the show wasn't scheduled un­
til 11.30 p. m. (for West Coast 
listeners). We had some time before 
the show so we decided to visit the 
roof. The admission is at half rate 
for service men but worth it at any 
price, for one can lock all over the 
city. We had an ^nuasually spec­
tacular view of the bright lights 
down in Times Square from up 
there among the clouds, and I’m not 
kidding, for the clouds were swirling 
arcund the observation roof like 
ocean waves around a buoy. There 
above the clouds, the near full moon 
shone down while under the clouds 
on the street it was not visible at 
all, but there we were, able to see 
both at the same time. One may 
walk entirely around the parapet 
and v ew the city in any direction.
A lighted pictorial map on each of 
the four sides shows the stranger 
just which building he is Jooking a’. 
I hope to get up there some time 
during the day when we can see the | 
Hudson and the harbor. Almost di-' 
rectly on a level with us appeared 
the beacon on the top of the Empire, 
State Bu lding, a red glare through 
the mists. Directly below us we 
could see the skating rink with the 
skaters, like ants. The Radio City 
building is flooded with light at 
night from ton to bottom by several 
batteries of lights. A few floors be­
low the observation roof is the 
“Rainbow Room,” one of those high 
society, night life places absut 
which we see so much publicity.
We had a swell time at the Philip 
Morris broadcast, having a chance 
to see “Johnnie” with his “call f>r 
Philip Morris” slogan, and the rest 
of the artists who make up a swell 
show. The studio is Immense and 
so is the stage. I had the pleasure 
of sitting next to a fellow from 
Adelaide, Southern Australia, who 
was a member of the British Mer­
chant Marine. He was in New York 
for his first time, and was having 
the time of his life. When I asked 
him what he thought of the city, 
he said, “It’s big,” and then added, 
“but not as big as I had pictured it 
to be.”
After the broadcast ended we were 
invited to see the Molle program
How to cut the cost of 
Heating Your Home








“Poor Heat" Complaints With 
Hot Air Furnace Equipment
WITH hot air heat, cold rooms are generally the result of 
improper air circulation within 
the room. The heated air should 
flow into the rooms through reg­
isters and the chilled air from 
the rooms should flow back to the 
furnace for reheating throug.i 
separate registers and ducts. If 
this air circuit is broken, or if 
the cross section area of the 
pipes carrying cold air from the 
room is not equal to the cross 
section area of the warm air 
pipes, the result will probably be 
cold rooms, or drafts on the 
floors.
Hot air registers are always 
placed in inside walls. This is 
important. Cold air returns are 
located on outside walls, usually 
underneath bay windows or near 
outside doors. These are flush 
with the floor and permit the 
cold air to flow through attached 
ducts back to the furnace for re­
heating. In the case of a pipeless 
furnace, there is only one hot 
air register, this is centrally lo­
cated in the first floor in such a 
manner as to evenly distribute 
the heated air throughout all the 
rooms of the house.
Warm air furnaces should be 
located as near the center of the 
basement as possible and fa­
voring the coldest side of the 
house. This is done to equalize 
warm air distribution upstairs. 
To aid in this, where warm air 
ducts are installed, turn dampers 
are placed in the ducts and these 
can be manually operated so that 
just the right amount of heat is 
furnished to all the rooms.
Cold air return ducts should 
connect into the base of the fur­
nace shell below grate level.
otherwise they may act as warm 
air leaders, hindering the air eir- 
culation.
In the living quarters, fur­
niture or rugs should never I,p 
placed in such a position so that 
they totally or partly cover the 
openings of warm or cold mr 
registers, as this will rest nr; 
circulation of air and cau <• a 
bottled up condition within the 
room and unsatisfactory heat.
For extra comfort, make sure 
the water pan on the furnace al­
ways contains water. This v.-ate 
slowly evaporates and is u I 
for humidification. If this pan 
goes dry or accumulates dirt, 
subsequent heating is liable to 
throw odors into the rooms and 
cause a generally unpleasant dr. 
condition. Check this water pan 
occasionally. You will find it 
adds greatly to comfort and 
economy of operation.
In the case of fumes or ga- 
odors upstairs, immediately I ,ok 
for leaks in the furnace. Of,on 
these can be corrected with the 
application of furnace cement 
but if they prove of a more seri 
ous nature call your fuel dealei 
or heating contractor. He can 
tell you if it is necessary to have 
the furnace thoroughly cleaned 
and resealed. All furnaces should 
be gone over periodically to 
check on gas leaks.
Warm air heat is a very satis­
factory method of heating if the 
equipment is properly installed. 
Warm air furnaces are now 
being extensively used in new 
homes and with the addition of 
blowers, humidifiers and filter., 
make economical wihter air con­
ditioning units.
Heating Domestic Hot Water
Many heating plants have at­tachments for heating do­
mestic hot water during the 
heating season. This is done by 
heat-exchangers. There are two 
types. Those that are installed 
inside the fire box or combustion 
chamber and those that are in­
stalled between the heating plant 
and the hot water storage tank.
For thdse installed inside the 
firebox, the correct location for 
the exchangers or hot water coil, 
as they are commonly known is 
above the fuel bed. It is not good 
practice to have the heat ex­
changer installed so that it pro­
trudes into the fuel bed. Unfor­
tunately this is a common in­
stallation — generally causing 
trouble in the form of spotty 
fires, clinkers and dirty firebed 
conditions. With the exchangers 
in contact with the red hot coals, 
over-heated water may result, 
with the possibility of scalding. 
Sometimes a water hammer or 
pounding is caused with such an 
installation. These are some of 
the most common annoyances 
traceable to this method of heat­
ing water. Another fault is a 
coil prevents a good firebed. It 
is impossible to work the fire 
around the coil. A heavy drain 
of water will chill the coal lying 
adjacent to the coil or exchanger, 
lowering its temperature below 
the ignition point, resulting in 
unignited, dead coal, waste fuel 
and general dissatisfaction. In 
time this will mean no hot water 
and a complaint of no heat in 
the living quarters. At other 
times, the coal lying adjacent to 
the exchanger will burn to an
ash. This ash will nol shakp 
down as it adheres to the pipe 
and has to he disposed of by 
hand. This also will result in in­
sufficient hot water and a chronic 
complaint of no heat in the liv­
ing quarters.
In the case of the outside heat- 
exchanger that is located be­
tween the heating plant and the 
water storage tank, the only 
complaint onq is liable to have is 
the lack of sufficient hot water. 
To remedy this complaint, it will 
only be necessary to take oil the 
cover plate ami clean out any 
sediment that has gathered 
around the heating coils. These 
must be kept clean at all times 
for best results.
For economic and trouble free 
heating of domestic hot water, 
install a modern tank heater. 
These up-to-date water healers 
are vastly improved over the old 
fashioned “pot stoves.” It is no 
longer necessary to build fre­
quent fires and nurse the old 
“Bucket-a-Day” heater along. 
Today you can enjoy oceans of 
automatically heated water at a 
much lower cost than ever be­
fore. These heaters are dust 
tight, having incorporated the 
magazine principle of coal feed, 
automatic control of dampers 
greatly minimizing overheated 
and eliminating dirty water as 
well as consuming the cheaper 
priced coal, thus resulting in 
economical hot water. Most fuel 
merchants can acquaint you with 
the operation of these modern 
coal burning water heaters. It 
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with Julia Sanderson and Frank; 
Crummit, whom most of you will I 
remember as being th« stars on the. 
"Blackstone Plantation” program, !n 
the early days of radio broadcasting.! 
Now they are popular on the ‘ Battle 
of the Sexes” program. The broad­
cast I saw, as noted above, was di­
rected to the West Coast and did 
not come on until 12.30 a. m., so we
were sort of late (perhaps we should 
say early) in gettirg back to (he 
Armory in the Ercnx. but we sure 
did get a kick cut of seeing all the 
stars in person. We advise anyone 
going to Ne w York to take in Radio 
City and if the day is clear to 3° 
to the observation roof.
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But Janice wasn't married. Bruce heard her 
strange statement, however, and insisted on an 
immediate wedding to be rid of Ned Paxton, her 
fiance from whom she fled to Alaska. And that 
really was awkward. Even in the north wilder­
ness, life can be pretty complex what with love 
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